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Very significantly, Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile,
Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru,
Singapore, the USA and Vietnam concluded the
negotiations for the Trans-Pacific Partnership
Agreement on 5 October 2015. Subsequently, in
February 2016, the agreement was formally signed by
the twelve countries. The agreement needs to be ratified
by the signatory countries before it can be implemented. The agreement covers tariff
and services liberalization and a large number of behind-the-border non-trade issues,
such as Competition Policy, State-Owned Enterprises, Labour, Environment, etc.
Interestingly, it provides more stringent protection for intellectual property, particularly
for pharmaceutical products.
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The signatory countries of the TPP account for 36 per cent of global GDP, 23 per cent
of global exports of goods and 25 per cent of services exports. The relative economic
weight of the TPP countries compared to rest of the world, is one of the reasons why the
agreement has attracted considerable attention of policy-makers and researchers.
With India’s competitors from the TPP countries set to enjoy duty-free market access
in each other’s market, it is apprehended that India’s exporters may face significant
duty disadvantage in the TPP countries particularly in sectors such as textiles & clothing,
leather, marine products and chemicals. However, as most of the studies on the impact
of TPP on India suggest, the trade diversion may be less than 1 per cent of India’s
global exports.
A key question that has been debated extensively is – what would be the impact on
India if it were to join the TPP? India’s exports would obviously benefit from the zero
duty tariff regime in the TPP countries, if India were to join the TPP. On the other hand,
it is unlikely that India’s domestic industry would be able to successfully face import
competition in a duty-free regime, as would be mandated by the TPP. Further, some of
the provisions related to intellectual property rights would result in extending the market
monopoly of patented medicines, thereby delaying the entry of generic medicines in
the market. This would significantly raise the prices of medicines and would have
adverse consequences for access to affordable health care. Hence, the big dilemma.
If India does not join TPP, India’s policy-makers need to devise suitable strategies for
overcoming the impact of trade diversion on account of the TPP. The strategy should
include means for making India’s exports more cost competitive, exploring new markets
in some of the fast growing countries in Africa and concluding some of the key trade
negotiations, including the India-EU Bilateral Trade and Investment Agreement and
the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement (RCEP). Additional
market access gained from these agreements could mitigate to an extent the trade
diversion on account of the TPP. Simultaneously, the government should implement
measures targeted at reducing the cost disadvantage suffered by India’s exports on
account of infrastructure deficiencies. Attempts should also be made to improve the
domestic ecosystem for compliance with standards. These steps would provide a
sustainable and productive route to successfully address the challenges arising from
the TPP.
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Trade Agreements: Global and Regional Scenario
Badar Alam Iqbal* and Mohamad Nayyer Rahman**

Introduction

A

Trade between countries at
global as well as regional level
is not possible without trade
negotiations that aim for free
and unrestricted trade. Though
free does not mean absolute
freedom in international trade as
that is beyond reality. This
paper aims to study the nature
of trade negotiations and
highlights it at two levels: global
as well as regional. In today's
international world of political
and economic grouping, the role
of trade negotiations is of
paramount importance. For the
same agreements such as
SAFTA, NAFTA, ASEAN Free
Trade Agreements are
discussed along with WTO as a
body for representing the global
trade negotiations.

rational being having a
notion of market is aware
about the presence of several
entities in the market. Their
interaction in the market consists
of several agreements both of
micro and macro nature. The
price to prevail in the market is
reached to after negotiations
between buyers and sellers. This
simple model is replicated in the
international trade facilitated in
an international market where the
entities are countries. Thus, the
negotiations between countries
are imperative for facilitating
trade. Trade negotiations thus
can be explained as the
agreements between countries
related to trade. Surely, time and
again disputes may arise between
nations but that is resolved under
trade negotiations.

Keywords: WTO, NAFTA,
SAFTA, AFTA, Trade
Negotiations.

It sounds simple to have
trade agreements between
nations but it is simple to say then
to act upon. In reality, the activity
of trade agreements is a complex
process involving number of
entities having their own
different objectives. The complex
process is present due to the blocs
and bodies of the world to which
individual countries are part of.
As signatories to different
multilateral institutions, individual countries have to abide by
the articles of association on one
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hand and have their own
respective challenges and
objectives on the other hand. In
the present era of post-globalized
world, trade negotiations play a
vital role in not only economic
policies of the world but also due
to the effect of trade negotiations
on political environment.
Numerous examples are there
which indicate importance of
trade agreements. The tussle
between Canada, Mexico, and US
over several issues related to
bilateral trade in late 1980s
resulted in culmination of
informal trade negotiations and
formalizing trade negotiations in
the form of NAFTA (North
American Free Trade Agreement)
in 1994. Similar need was identified by South Asian countries
after the popularity and success
of NAFTA and Asian countries
such as Afghanistan, Bangladesh,
Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal,
Pakistan and Sri Lanka signed
SAFTA (South Asian Free Trade
Agreement) in 2004.
The global scenario is closely
related to the trade agreements
pattern. The geo-politics in the
Middle East has affected and has
been
affected
by
trade
agreements between countries
and regional blocs. Regional blocs
have emerged for the primary
reason of developing trade
negotiations that is not possible
for some at the global level as part
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of WTO or IMF. To bolster trade
negotiations between countries,
WTO has also been working and
has come up in recent years with
formulation of Trade Negotiations
Committee. Overall, the global
business scenario has been affected
by trade negotiations. The
economic sanctions put on Iran
affected the power to Iran to
involve in trade negotiations and
now for achieving the same Iran is
ready to compromise with its
nuclear power project. This is the
perceived power of trade
negotiations. In the East, China has
taken the edge in trade
negotiations and would always try
to have regional as well as global
dominance in international trade.
For the same, China has formed
several bilateral and multilateral
treaties with nations under its
trade negotiations policies. Thus,
the more a country has the edge
in trade negotiations the more is
its dominance. India has emerged
as a country ready to raise voices
against agriculture subsidies by
the WTO. It was followed by
other emerging nations' voices.
This has turned up and is turning
the complexity of trade
negotiations. Trade negotiations
are now not the monopoly of
developed countries alone.
Regional groups such as ASEAN,
SAARC, and BRICS pose
challenge to organizations such as
WTO, IMF, etc. Thus, there is a
need to appreciate the complexities
and need of the trade negotiations.

Who Negotiates?

1. Regional Trade Agreements

The answer of this question
is very important to understand
the parties involved in the
negotiation process and to
identify its nature. Countries
negotiate on two levels; one is
at intra-regional level and
another is inter-regional level.
While in intra-regional level,
countries prefer to negotiate
and come up with trade
agreements in the inter-regional
level, the blocs that are regional
blocs come up to negotiate trade
and then eventually reach to a
decision
on
free
trade
agreement. Both the levels of
trade negotiations plays vital
role in international trade.
A multilateral institution such
as WTO has also highlighted
the important role of the
same.

This
type
of
trade
negotiations is found in a
particular geographical region
where there is a binding force.
Since times immemorial trading
between countries having close
geographical proximity has
existed. But regional trade
negotiations starts with the
formation of a formal or informal
regional bloc. Examples of
regional blocs are numerous:
SAFTA, NAFTA, ASEAN,
SAARC, etc. It can be argued that
the approach followed in regional
agreements is that of regiocentric. The chart below shows
the working of regional trade
negotiations:

Trade negotiations may be
divided for the sake of theoretical
understanding in two types:

Chart 1 states the trade
negotiations pattern between the
countries within a particular
geographical region. Countries
come
together
to
form
negotiations involving the say of
each country. All negotiations

CHART 1
FORMATION OF A REGIONAL TRADE AGREEMENT

Country
A

Country
B

Regional
Bloc

Country
C

Conceptual Framework
As part of conceptual
framework few questions if
answered will make it easier to
understand trade negotiations.
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Country
D
Source: Prepared by the Researcher.
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between the member countries
represent the ongoing negotiations in the regional bloc.
2. Global Trade Agreements
As it has been argued by
several researchers that the world
today is witnessing a postglobalization era, it comes forth out
of it that the world is characterized
now as a global village. But it is
easy said, and hard done. The
trade negotiations between the
countries or group of countries at
global level are known as global
trade negotiations. Global trade
negotiations are facilitated by
multilateral organizations having
member countries and a unified
code of law. The aim of the policies
and provisions is to facilitate global
trade with continuity of trade
negotiations. Chart 2 shows
comprehensively the structure of
global trade negotiations.
Chart 2 shows WTO Trade
Negotiations as an example of

Global Trade Negotiations.
Countries such as developing and
developed both form the part of
global trade negotiations on one
hand and on the other hand Ggroups such as G-7, G-20 also
negotiate as a combined grow so
as to have a better negotiating
power.

Review of Literature
Trade agreements form an
integral part of trade negotiations
or it would be better to say that
the outcome of trade negotiations
is trade agreements. Studies have
shown that probability of signing
trade agreements declines as the
number of Veto players rises
(Mansfield et al., 2007). Trade
negotiations of the Group of 77
countries was the effect of the
formation of UNCTAD in 1964
(UNCTAD, n.d). The scope of
international trade negotiations
had
already
expanded
significantly during Uruguay

CHART 2
FORMATION OF GLOBAL TRADE AGREEMENTS

Developing
Countries

Developed
Countries

WTO Trade
Negotiations

Other
Member
Countries
Source: Prepared by the Researcher.
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G-Groups

Round and with the launching of
Doha Round in 2001 it got
bolstered.
Today,
trade
negotiations include major
broader issues such as reducing
tariffs and non-tariffs barriers
and encompassing agreements
behind the border regulatory
areas such as trade in services,
intellectual property rights,
investment and trade facilitation
measures, and environmental
issues. Apart from trade
negotiations of multilateral
institutions, trade negotiations at
regional levels have accelerated
in recent years and will continue
to do so (UNCTAD, n.d).
In political science, trade
negotiations are conceptualized
as game level settings in which
government swap economic
concessions on the basis of market
access ambitions or geo-political
considerations (Trommer, 2014).
In trade negotiations, politics of
legal interpretation is present and
one needs to understand its
implications on trade policy
(Klabbers, 2005; Shaffer &
Trachtinan, 2011). What weakens
is the little active role of poor
countries, participation in dispute
settlement. This creates an
unresolved puzzle in the multilateral trade negotiations (Smith,
2004; Brown & Hoekman, 2005).
Not only states and corporates are
actors in trade negotiations, even
non-corporate non-state actors act
as a relevant act of social actors
in the area of trade negotiations
(Chemni, 2000; Lang, 2007). Trade
negotiations are part and parcel
of global trading system and in
this regard, the political economy
literature produced nuanced
insights on the role of developing
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country members in the global
trading system (Narlekar and
Wilkinson, 2004). The existence of
multilateral trading system and
preferential trade agreements
results in trade negotiations
complexity (Lynch, 2010; Bilala et
al., 2011). Few researchers have
highlighted that legal system
working to facilitate trade
negotiations are more or less
straight forward means of
coercion superimposed on this
order (Woefe, 2005). Another
point to be considered is that as
power becomes increasingly
diffused through global, regional
and national political systems in
the process of globalization, nonstate actors create transnational
ties in order to influence policy
outcomes more effectively (Kech
& Sikkink, 1998; Della Porta &
Tarrow, 2005; Reitan, 2007).
Relational approach thus allows
integrating the role of ideas and
perceptions in political economy
frameworks for trade that several
scholars recognise impact on trade
policy outcomes (Ford, 2003;
Wilkinsom, 2009; Muzaka, 2011).
On the other hand, other
researchers have appreciated the
role played by WTO in trade
negotiations.
The
trade
negotiations committee set up by
WTO is an example of moving
towards smooth negotiations.
WTO and trade law are seen as
creating a framework for selfdirected human interaction rather
than coercion of self-interested
individuals (Woefe, 2005).
Trade negotiations have also
been affected by the civil
societies and NGOs. Some
NGOs have a history of
objecting the trade negotiations

4

on the ground of protectionism.
These coalitions are integrated
sometimes as joint civil society
campaigns that impact the trade
negotiations (Trommer, 2011;
Del Felice, 2012). Trade
negotiations are also hampered
due to the problem of
interpretation at international
level. For example, Diouf (2009)
points out that Article XXIV of
GATT rule has no consensus. In
his own words, “the only
consensus…is that there is no
consensus on its interpretation",
and thus on the modalities for its
application (Trommer, 2014). It
has been identified that in the
negotiations under the Doha
round, Brazil’s main aim was to
reduce agricultural protection
with the view that greater access
to markets will lead to an increase
in agri-business production and
thus expansion of exports (Heldt,
2013). In WTO negotiations
round, the coming together of
China, India and Brazil was
appreciated for bolstering the
trade relations between them but
in Brazil it was also criticized
with the scepticism towards the
matter of agricultural subsidies
pending at WTO trade negotiations committee. Brazil was
sceptical on the ground that India
and China has a soft position on
the issue of agricultural subsidies
(Heldt, 2013).
Formation of G-20 in the
WTO is an outcome of collective
efforts of developing countries
with an objective to safeguard
their interests while involving in
trade negotiations (Heldt, 2013).
The position of emerging
countries such as Brazil, China
and India in trade negotiations

have become very important and
act as leading voices. Though
some contradiction exist in
policies of these countries. Brazil
aims at extensive liberalization in
the agricultural sector and
selective liberalization for
industrial goods and services, on
the contrary China asks for
complete liberalization in
industrial
sector
and
protectionism in agriculture. India
has yet another angle to look
towards it. India aims at
achieving
broad
market
liberalization in the services
sector, selective liberalization in
the industry sector and
protectionism in agriculture
(Viola, 2005). Recent new
generation regional trade
agreements cover not only trade
in goods, but also behind the
border regulatory areas. In the
area of international trade
policymaking, the challenge for
developing countries is to build
national negotiating capacity
through improved access to trade
related information (UNCTAD,
n.d). Researchers have identified
that the collapse of the WTO Doha
Development Agenda in July 2006
was a signal of warning towards
the upsurge in protectionist
sentiment and possibility of
negatively affecting trade
negotiations (Wilkinson, 2009).
Conway, 2006 has concluded that
the events of Doha Round seemed
to mark the final nail in the coffin
for the WTO.
The full multilateral trading
system would show unexpected
results in the near future.
(Halligan, 2006). Researchers
have highlighted the reform
distortions in agricultural trade
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that more lead to complexities
(Williams & Beattie, 2006; Beattie,
2006c). There has been asymmetry
in trade negotiations between the
WTO members though they are
trying to facilitate institutional
development (Ostry, 1997). With
the existence of trade SIA
methodology and in context of
substantial developments, trade
SIAs have not made the
contribution to the EU’s trade
negotiation position that might
have been expected (Voituriez et
al., 2006). In trade negotiations,
the EU position has been objected
several times for its conservative
and protectionist stance particularly in the agriculture sector
(Voituriez et al., 2006). Multilateral trade agreements are the
important necessary devices that
help countries move from a Nash
equilibrium, prisoner dilemma
position, to a cooperative,
welfare enhancing freer trade
situation (Voituriez et al., 2006).
For visionary economists of
the modern times, such as
Bhagwati and Krugman, the
rationale for trade negotiations
seems to be unilateral (Voituriez
et al., 2006). At current times, nine
rounds of formal Canadian-EU
negotiations
have
been
completed so as to obtain full
agreement in 2012 (Philippidis &
Kitou, 2012). In the study on trade
negotiations, non-tariff barriers
liberalization and capital
accumulation effects have been
accepted as significant sources of
welfare gain. This adds to the
point that trade negotiations are
another vital source of welfare
gain when used efficiently
(Philippidis & Kitou, 2012). The
three
important
factors

identified by trade negotiations
with the help of EU-Canada
trade negotiations are the
achievement
of
general
equilibrium in the respective
economy in response to policy
reform shock, a large number of
preferential trade agreements
which results in incremental
trade creation, there is welfare
enhancing monopolistically
competitive scale and variety
effects (Philippidis & Kitou,
2012). While deciding about the
negotiating position between
EU and Canada, the EU
arguably maintains a stronger
negotiating position which may
be crucial for securing further
restrictions in NTBs and
additional
concessions
(Philippidis & Kitou, 2012).

Global Scenario
The global scenario of trade
negotiations is rapidly changing
due to the geo-political climate
of the international world at this
juncture. Whether it is the
ongoing tussle in Iraq where
Kurds are selling the crude
bypassing the Iraq government
or be it the Iran-America nuclear
deals and subsequent removal of
economic sanctions, all such
events are gradually making the
global scenario complicated and
complex.
The East-West competition is
no more taken as a threat but now
it’s the regional blocs and
agreement that pose threat to
multilateral financial institutions
claiming to be the saviour of
international trade negotiations.
Regional blocs such as NAFTA,
SAFTA have motivated the
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developing and underdeveloped
to form their own blocs for trade
negotiations. Examples of such
are SCO, ASEAN, SAARC, etc.
BRICS has also emerged as
an alternative to the prominent
developing countries have one
or the other objection at the
trade negotiations under WTO.
As an alternative to trade
negotiations,
BRICS
has
emerged as regional bloc
(obviously not dependent on
geographical region) having the
developing mind-set and own
trade objectives. These regional
group have challenged the role
of WTO as a facilitator in trade
negotiations.
While all this is well said, still
the reality is that is there is no such
international organization as WTO
that has the power to bring all
nations at one platform for
discussing issues related to trade
and to follow up trade
negotiations. Their success is
secondary if the role of WTO is to
be considered. The success also
depends on the readiness of the
member countries and few of them
have also been on the forefront of
rabble rouser. Thus, the global
scenario of trade negotiations is
largely set up by the trade
negotiations led under and by
World trade Organization.

WTO as Leader of the
Global Scenario
Several trade negotiations
round have been taken at WTO
and the latest being the Doha
Round of trade negotiations
among the WTO members. Its
aim has been to achieve reduction
in the trade barriers on one hand
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and to solve the disputes on the
other hand. Under dispute
settlement, trade negotiations
committee works at the WTO
ministerial level. The Doha Round
covers around 20 areas of trade,
one of it being trade negotiations.
Popularly the Doha Round is also
known as Doha Development
Agenda and was launched at the
WTO’s
Fourth
Ministerial
Conference in Qatar in the year
2001. Under the ministerial
conference, Doha Ministerial
declaration provided for the
mandate for the trade negotiations
on agriculture, services, intellectual
property rights and few other
important ones.
There has been a disagreement among the leaders and
researchers whether Doha Round
bolsters the status of WTO or it
lowers it. The proponent of the
first thought that is Doha Round
has bolstered the position of WTO
base their argument on the point
that no other multilateral
organization has been successful
on bringing the countries
together for negotiations. They
further argue that disagreement
is a blessing for universal
decisions to come up. Another
point added is that the
negotiations between large
number of countries and
considering their political
linkages within groups is bound
to take long time and that is the
reason why still issues are
unresolved and negotiations are
going on. On the other hand, the
critics of Doha Round at WTO
highlight that WTO is gradually
becoming a toothless body as it
has failed to tackle the issues and
the justification of the same lies
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that even two decades have
passed since the Doha Round of
negotiations started, still there is
no sign of negotiations reaching
culmination.
Previously, there used to be
much discussion and disagreement
over tariff measures but to the
success of WTO, substantially the
tariff measures got reduced. Now,
from the 2001 Doha Round much
discussion and disagreement relate
to Non-Tariff Measures (NTM)
such as Anti-dumping (ADP),
Countervailing (CV), Quantitative
Restrictions (QR), Safeguards (SG),
Sanitary and Phytosanitary (SPS)
[Emergency, Regular], Special
Safeguards (SSG), Technical
Barriers to Trade (TBT) [Regular],
etc. These are sometimes more
generally referred to as part of
Safeguard measures used by the
least developing countries to
safeguard their trading patterns
related to domestic economy. At
recent times, the issue of
agricultural subsidies and services
has been at the forefront of the
discussion of the member
countries. Particularly, the issue of
agricultural subsidies has been
seen by a lifted brow by the African
and Asian countries whose large
chunk of population relies on
agriculture. Brazil in Latin
American Economic region has also
reservations about the policies
related to agricultural subsidies.
The matter was highlighted by the
coming together of few major
developing countries such as Brazil
and India to safeguard their
countries. The issue gained some
complicacy due to the different
stands of the respective countries.
For example, China has always
argued for the complete

liberalization, while Brazil was in
favour of a controlled liberalization
of agricultural sector and India
wanted a selective and delayed
liberalization of agricultural sector.
Oother issues, around which much
of disagreement prevails between
the countries at WTO are issues
related to trade in services and the
intellectual property rights.
In order to highlight the
important role played by WTO at
global trade negotiations, any of
the Non-Trade Barriers can be
studied. The reason being that
non-trade barriers are the
evolved issues related to trade
negotiations. Tariff Measures has
already been resolved in most of
the cases both at national and
international level and now it’s
the turn of Non-Tariff Measures.
One of the important non-tariff
measure is Technical Barriers to
Trade. Table 1 presents the data
related to Technical Barriers to
Trade for the time period
between 1 January 2003 and 13
February 2015.
An analysis of Table 1 makes
it crystal clear that number of
initiated technical measures at
global level by all countries
appears to be always more than
the technical measures in force.
The reason lies in the fact that all
measures do not become
applicable unless successfully
defended at the WTO trade
negotiations committee and
dispute settlement committee.
This also highlights that the
objective of WTO appears to
minimize the trade barriers
whether tariff or non-tariff.
Asian countries and SCAC (South
American, Central American and
Caribbean) countries have
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initiated the highest number of
TBT measures in the given time
period with the figures of 3,220
and 2,846. Out of this, only 286
and 314 technical barriers to
trade have come into force after
negotiations, consultations and
defence in the WTO meetings

spread over a period of time.
However, the trend to be noted
is that despite low initiation of
technical barriers to trade by the
North America, the highest
technical barriers to trade are in
force, that is out of 1,563 initiated
498 are in force. This shows the

TABLE 1

Regional Scenario

TECHNICAL BARRIERS TO TRADE (NTM MEASURES)
2003 TO FEBRUARY 2015
Country Classification

No. of Initiated
Measures

No. of Measures
in Force

Africa

1395

109

Asia

3220

286

CIS

358

60

1849

270

627

55

Middle East

3137

73

North America

1563

498

SCAC

2846

314

14359

1608

Europe
LDC

Total

Notes: CIS: Commonwealth of Independent States
LDC: Least Developed Countries
SCAC: South and Central America and Caribbean
Source: Integrated Trade Intelligence Portal, WTO.
CHART 3
TECHNICAL BARRIERS TO TRADE (NTM MEASURES)
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Source: Prepared by the researcher from Table 1.
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SCAC

concern of few researchers about
the barriers enacted by the
developed countries. Another
underlying reason can be
NAFTA bloc present in North
America. Chart 3 below
highlights the initiation and
implementation of technical
barriers to trade.

Total

The regional scenario of
trade negotiations has been
burning issue among researchers
and policymakers as it adds to
complexity of the polarity in the
world with the view that world
will be more multi-polar due to
regional trade negotiations. Few
of the important regional trade
negotiations are discussed in this
section.
NAFTA (North American Free
Trade Agreement)
The trade negotiations soon
started after the formation of
NAFTA in 1994. The main bodies
for trade negotiations under
NAFTA are Free trade
commission, NAFTA working
groups
and
committees,
commission
for
labour
cooperation and commission for
environmental concern. Initially
NAFTA was a body for trade
negotiations between Canada,
US and Mexico but eventually in
the recent years it culminated
into Canada US Free trade
agreement. The key elements of
the agreements included the
elimination of tariffs from both
sides of the countries and the
reduction of many non-tariff
barriers to trade. The Free Trade
Agreements included all the
necessary provisions related to
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trade in services, dispute
settlement mechanism, trade
remedy determinations and
judicial review.
Over the period of last 15
years, the pace of trade
negotiations has increased under
the NAFTA. Under NAFTA,
employment across North
America had increased by
almost 40 million jobs. Since its
inception, North Americans have
enjoyed an overall extended
period of strong economic
growth and rising prosperity.
Today, the NAFTA partners
exchange about US$2.6 billion in
merchandise on a daily basis
with each other. That’s about
US$108 million per hour. North
American employment levels
have climbed nearly 23 per cent
since 1993, representing a net
gain of 39.7 million jobs.
The NAFTA secretariat
maintains the legal text and
dispute settlement tribunals for
facilitating and ensuring free
trade. This body has been in the
backdrop of the success of the
NAFTA between Canada,
Mexico and United States.
Several other countries have
appreciated this free trade
agreement. The unique feature
of NAFTA is its Alternative
Dispute Resolution (ADR) which
is a set of private, consensual
processes, such as mediation or
arbitration, designed to achieve
negotiations and is the method
of choice to resolve disputes that
arise when doing business in
today’s world. The committee
has further been named as the
Advisory Committee on Private
Commercial Disputes (The
NAFTA 2022 Committee) in
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order to assist private investors
and businesses.
ASEAN Free Trade Agreement
(AFTA Council)
ASEAN was established on
8 August 1967 in Bangkok.
Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines,
Singapore and Thailand were
the founding fathers of ASEAN.
Later on, the conglomeration
was
joined
by
Brunei
Darussalam, Viet Nam, Lao PDR
and Myanmar in 1984, 1995, 1997
and 1997, respectively. Among
several aims and purposes of
ASEAN, one of the important
aim is to accelerate the economic
growth in the region through
joint endeavours of the member
states in the spirit of equality and
partnership. On 40th Anniversary of ASEAN, the Vision
2020 was revised to form
ASEAN Community with an
objective of creating an economic
and political community. The
ASEAN Economic Community
Blueprint adopted under
declaration on the 40th
Anniversary of ASEAN and the
13th ASEAN Summit in
Singapore, among other parameters, focused on equitable
economic development (AECB,
2008). Creation of ASEAN
Economic Community represents
opportunity to encourage
investment in the region that
must lead to economic growth
(Green, 2008).
ASEAN member countries
have together formed an
economic community and under
the economic community a free
trade agreement has been
activated by default between the
member countries. Under this

FTA, member countries have
made significant progress in the
lowering of intra-regional tariffs
through the Common Effective
Preferential Tariff (CEPT)
scheme for AFTA. More than 99
per cent of the products in the
CEPT Inclusion List (IL) of
ASEAN-6, comprising Brunei
Darussalam,
Indonesia,
Malaysia, the Philippines,
Singapore and Thailand, have
been brought down to the 0-5
per cent tariff range. New
members such as Cambodia,
Vietnam, Laos and Myanmar, are
not far behind in the implementation of their CEPT
commitments with almost 80 per
cent of their products having
been moved into their respective
CEPT ILS. About 66 per cent out
of the 80 per cent, already have
tariffs within the 0-5 per cent
tariff band.
In same line, ASEAN-6 has
committed to eliminate tariffs on
60 per cent of their products as
latest as possible. The implementation and acceptance of the
CEPT-AFTA was boosted in 2004
with the announcement by
Malaysia of the tariff reduction
for completely build up and
completely knocked down
automotive units to slowly meet
up its CEPT commitment. Few
products are out of the CEPTAFTA scheme that are highly
perishable and fall under the
Highly Sensitive List (e.g. rice),
others being in the General
Exception List. The coordinating
committee on the implementation of the CEPT Scheme
for AFTA has undertaken a
review of the general exception
list to ensure that only items
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falling under Article 9(b)1 of the
CEPT are included.
Under the same FTA,
ASEAN member nations have
decided to eliminate non-tariff
barriers. A work programme on
the elimination of non-tariff
barriers, which includes, among
others,
the
process
of
verification
and
crossnotification; updating the
working definition of Non-Tariff
Measures (NTMs)/Non-Tariff
Barriers (NTBs) in ASEAN; the
setting-up of a database on all
NTMs maintained by Member
Countries; and the eventual
elimination of unnecessary and
unjustifiable non-tariff measures,
is currently being finalized.
All efforts have been made
to improve and strengthen the
rules
governing
the
implementation of the CEPT
Scheme, in order to make the
scheme attractive, transparent
and easy to comply with. From
time to time the CEPT rules of
origin and its Operational
Certification Procedures have
been revised and implemented.
Among the features of the
revised CEPT Rules of Origin
and Operational Certification
Procedures include: (a) a
standardized
method
of
calculating
local/ASEAN
content; (b) a set of principles for
determining the cost of ASEAN
origin and the guidelines for
costing methodologies; (c)
treatment of locally-procured
materials; and (d) improved
verification process, including
on-site verification.
Chart 4 shows the common
effective preferential agreement

applicable since 2000. The
following are the products
covered under the CEPT
agreement:
Inclusion List (IL): Under
this list all those products have
been included that have to
undergo immediate liberalization. For new members a special
time may be allotted to comply
with the preferential agreement.
Temporary Exclusion List
(TEL): The products under this
category will be shielded only for
a temporary period and after
that they have to go for
liberalization and thus tariff
reduction will be effective.
Sensitive List (SL): This
contains
unprocessed
agricultural products, which
are given a longer time-frame
before being integrated with
the free trade area. The
commitment to reduce tariffs to
0-5
per
cent,
remove
quantitative restrictions and

other non-tariff barriers was
extended up to the year 2010.
The new members of ASEAN
had up to 2013 (Viet Nam), 2015
(Laos and Myanmar) and 2017
(Cambodia) to meet this
deadline. By the year 2000,
there were 370 tariff lines in the
Sensitive List making up 0.58
per cent of all tariff lines in
ASEAN.

SAFTA (South Asian Free
Trade Agreement)
The SAFTA Agreement was
signed on 6 January 2004 during
Twelfth SAARC Summit held in
Islamabad, Pakistan. The
Agreement entered into force on
1 January 2006, and the Trade
Liberalization
Programme
commenced from 1 July 2006.
Following the Agreement
coming into force the SAFTA
Ministerial Council (SMC) has
been established comprising the
Commerce Ministers of the
Member States. To assist the
SMC, a SAFTA Committee of

CHART 4
COMMON EFFECTIVE PREFERENTIAL TARIFF (CEPT) SCHEME FOR AFTA

TEL, 15%

GEL, 2%
SL, 1%

IL, 82%
Source: http://www.asean.org/news/item/asean-free-trade-area-afta-an-update
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Experts (SCOE) has been
formed. SCOE is expected to
submit its report to SMC every
six months. The SAFTA
Agreement states that the “the
SMC shall meet at least once
every year or more often as and
when considered necessary by
the Contracting States. Each
Contracting State shall chair the
SMC for a period of one year on
rotational basis in alphabetical
order.” SAFTA (South Asian
Free Trade Agreement) is the
outcome of the efforts of SAARC
(South Asian Association for
Regional Cooperation). SAFTA
aimed at a South Asian Free
Trade Area which may result in
customs union, common market,
economic union, etc. Since 1995,
when the sixteenth session of the
council of ministers decided to
strive for realization of SAFTA
as free trade of the East,
necessary and comprehensive
steps have been taken for the
realization of the same. In this
line the Ninth Meeting of SAFTA
Committee of Experts was held
in 2014 at Thimpu and the
Eighth Meeting of the SAFTA

Ministerial Council was also held
at the same venue in 2014. In
both these meetings substantial
steps were taken for formulation
of Free Trade Area.
SAFTA has facilitated trade
between the South Asian nations
and the trade flows have largely
been benefitted by the presence
of SAFTA. Table 2 highlights the
trade flows due to SAFTA or the
SAFTA Trade Flows.
Trade flows measure the
balance of trade (exports –
imports). This is the amount of
goods that one country sells to
other countries minus the
amount of goods that a country
buys from other countries. This
calculation
includes
all
international goods transactions
and represents a country’s trade
balance. The total trade added
in the South Asian region from
2006 to 2013 due to SAFTA
amounts to US$2,921 million.
Out of this, Afghanistan has
added approx. US$71 million of
value of trade during the period
in the South Asian region under
SAFTA. Bangladesh added

approx. US$1,343 million of
trade flows and India added
US$1,328 million of trade flows.
Maldives, Pakistan and Sri Lanka
added around US$0.014 million,
US$175 and US$2.5 million,
respectively. Among the group
Bangladesh and India are the
highest contributors. In this
regard, it is assumed that India
and Bangladesh will have an
upper hand in the trade
negotiations between the
member countries under
SAFTA. The figures clearly state
the important role of SAFTA in
the region.

Conclusion
Based on the discussion and
data, it would be justified to
conclude that trade negotiations
at the global level are tackled by
World Trade Organization
though scepticism is rising
against the utility of WTO. Key
issues framing the global
scenario
under
trade
negotiations are agricultural
subsidies and service tariffs. At
regional level, three prominent

TABLE 2
SAFTA TRADE FLOWS (US$)
Year

Afghanistan

Bangladesh

India

Maldives

Pakistan

Sri Lanka

2006

0.00

0.00

0.00

14,001.15

55,324.00

0.00

2007

0.00

15,273,177.84

3,783,410.31

0.00

576,164.99

19,828.02

2008

0.00

98,316,963.16

8,984,420.68

0.00

31,796,718.51

40,789.22

2009

0.00

199,786,454.72

315,256,736.34

0.00

43,509,984.90

608,623.96

2010

0.00

236,711,501.24

369,671,052.80

0.00

56,119,007.59

517,566.00

2011

14,770,442.10

172,182,455.94

287,810,462.38

NA

43,174,978.83

102,393.00

2012

56,287,131.46

478,754,694.01

342,980,545.04

NA

NA

244,336.00

142,930,849.58

NA

NA

NA

1,021,106.26

1,343,956,096.49

1,328,486,627.55

14,001.15

175,232,178.82

2,554,642.46

2013
Total

71,057,573.56

Source: www.saarc-sec.org
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trade negotiations are in the
form of NAFTA, AFTA (ASEAN
Free Trade Agreement) and
SAFTA. All the regional trade
negotiations
have
been
successfully adding to the trade
flows and tariff reductions in the
region. This makes it crystal
clear that regional negotiations
are as important for the countries
as global trade negotiations.
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international trade through its comprehensive
coverage of issues and binding regulations. It is
expected to eventually mature into a regional
trade agreement covering the entire Asia-Pacific.
As of now, it does not include China and India,
the two largest emerging markets and regional
economies.

BOOKS
TTIP: The Truth about the Transatlantic Trade
and Investment Partnership by Gabriel SilesBrugge and Ferdi de Ville, John Wiley & Sons,
20 November 2015, pp. 160.

T HE

The TPP has generated controversy for its
excessive emphasis on trade issues, which have
remained unresolved or unaddressed at the
WTO due to differences between developed and
emerging markets. It has also been criticised for
adopting a negotiating style reflecting the US
regulatory approach to international trade and
also as a geo-political strategy of the US for
supporting its strategic rebalancing towards
Asia. From both economic and geo-political
perspectives, the TPP has various significant
implications for China and India that are
examined in the book.

Transatlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership (TTIP) by Gabriel Siles-Brugge and
Ferdi de Ville analyses the TTIP through various
angles. The book states that the supporters of TTIP
believe that it will produce spectacular growth and
job creation. On the other hand, the critics of TTIP
believe that this agreement is a direct assault on
workers’ rights, health and safety standards and
public services.
In this incisive analysis, Gabriel Siles-Brugge
and Ferdi de Ville scrutinize the claims made by
TTIP’s supporters as well as critics and thus reveals
a far more nuanced picture of the agreement. TTIP
will not provide an economic ‘cure-all’, nor will it
destroy the European welfare state in one fell
swoop. Thanks to unprecedented levels of protest
and debate around TTIP, however, neoliberal trade
negotiations are well and truly back in the
spotlight. In this respect, TTIP could well prove to
be a ‘game-changer’ - just not in the way imagined
by its backers.

This book sheds light on how China and
India’s entries in the TPP are mutually beneficial
and how both countries can gain from the TPP
by getting preferential access to large markets
and using it as an opportunity for introducing
more outward-oriented reforms. The book also
cautions that US must reconcile to the rebalancing
of economic power within the grouping that will
occur following the entries of China and India.
Otherwise, the TPP and China and India might
walk divergent paths and trade and regional
integration in Asia-Pacific may not ever
converge. This book will interest anyone who
wishes to learn more about TPP and its future
implications and challenges and China and
India’s roles in global and regional trade.

The Trans Pacific Partnership, China and
India: Economic and Political Implications,
Routledge, 5June 2014, pp. 208.

THE USA and eleven other countries from both

sides of the Pacific are currently negotiating the
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP). The agreement
is expected to set new benchmark for

•
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RCEP Agreement: Eye on
‘Essential Pillars’, Meetings to be
Smaller and More Focussed
THE 16-member grouping of Asian nations looking

to ink the Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership (RCEP) agreement has decided on
smaller and more focused meetings on the deal’s
“essential pillars.”
Officials said the next RCEP meeting, to be held
in Brunei during 15-19 February will be smaller
than previous rounds, with only a few subgroups
on goods, services and investment.
RCEP is envisaged as a comprehensive free
trade agreement subsuming goods, services,
investment, competition, economic and technical
cooperation, dispute settlement and intellectual
property rights between the 10 countries under the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations umbrella
and their six free trade agreement partners Australia, China, India, Japan, Korea and New
Zealand.
Officials said a more focused approach is
needed to strike the deal soon since it has missed
its deadline of 2015. Moreover, since this is the
first meeting of the grouping after the conclusion
of the Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP) agreement
led by the United States, there is caution on the
kind of standards that the common members of
the two regional trading agreements would want,
they said.
The pressure on the RCEP countries to have a
beneficial package for all members is much more
now because there are seven countries common to
the two trading arrangements that are pushing for
talks to be held in the same manner as happened
in the case of the TPP. The countries common to
both the agreements are Australia, Brunei, Japan,
Malaysia, New Zealand, Singapore and Vietnam.
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“We will try for RCEP to be TPP minus because
RCEP standards will be lower than TPP ones and
that depends on how much is the balance between
goods and services,” said a commerce department
official, who did not wish to be identified. Another
reason is that with a widespread agenda, countries
end up sending big delegations with as many as a
hundred people at times, making it difficult for
the host country to manage the rush. “Some
countries send around 80 delegates each and the
total number of people crosses 800,” the official
said.
(www.economictimes.com 28 January 2016)

FTA Talks with India May
Conclude Early This Year:
Australia
AUSTRALIA said the long-drawn negotiations for

the proposed free trade agreement (FTA) with
India to boost two-way commerce are expected to
conclude by the first half of this year.
The talks for a comprehensive economic
cooperation agreement (CECA) also known as FTA
between India and Australia were started in 2011
to provide fillip to both trade and investments
between the two countries. Australian Minister for
Trade and Investment Andrew Robb said that he
and Indian Commerce Minister Smt. Nirmala
Sitharaman took stock of the progress of talks in
Nairobi in December last year.
“We sat down in Nairobi, we had a long session
with their officials and the minister and we took
stock at where we were and how much longer we
could expect and we both agreed that and the
officials concurred that in the first half of the year
(2016) we can finish this,” Mr. Robb told. “So that’s
the objective and I don’t think anything has
happened since. In fact we got our work done in
January and now in February they (officials) are
FOCUS WTO, January-March 2016 (Vol. 18 No. 1)
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meeting again on some very important issues,” he
added. Both the sides were expecting to conclude
the negotiations last year only but there were
differences on areas like duty cut in dairy and
wines.
Several rounds of negotiations have been
completed for liberalizing trade and services
regime besides removing non-tariff barriers and
encouraging investments. Australia is pushing for
tariff reduction in dairy, fresh fruit, pharma, meats
and wines. On the other hand, India wants zero
duty on auto parts, textiles, and fresh fruits, including mangoes and greater access in services sector.
The bilateral trade stood at US$13 billion in
2014-15 as against US$12.12 billion in the previous
fiscal. When asked whether India is waiting for
finalization of Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership (RCEP) and then go for this FTA, the
Australian Minister said: “Things are being done
in parallel and the one is not contingent on the
other so that’s been the position.”
Both India and Australia are part of the mega
trade deal RCEP, which is also under negotiations.
“Of course RCEP negotiations inform some of the
things that we are doing. We both are in RCEP.
But a lot of the bilateral issues we do stand in line
and we feel that bilateral can be useful in some
areas. Certainly in the positions we both adopt in
RCEP,” he added. “RCEP is something that is
programmed to finish sometime later this year,
whereas the CECA sometime early this year,” Mr.
Robb added.
The 16-member bloc RCEP comprises 10 ASEAN
members and their six free trade agreement
partners. RCEP negotiations were launched in
Phnom Penh in November 2012. The 16 countries
account for over a quarter of the world’s economy.
(www.economictimes.com 10 February 2016)

Australia Hopeful of Securing
Free-Trade Agreement with India:
Minister
AUSTRALIA is hopeful of securing a free-trade
agreement with India “sometime this year”,
Australian trade and investment minister said after
the country signed the historic Trans Pacific
FOCUS WTO, January-March 2016 (Vol. 18 No. 1)

Partnership Agreement with 11 other nations.
Andrew Robb, with his counterparts from 11 other
nations signed the Trans Pacific Partnership
Agreement (TPP) deal in Auckland in New
Zealand. He said the agreement brings “enormous
promise” across both traditional areas of trade and
investment and so-called 21st century areas like ecommerce and increasingly important global value
chains.
“The tariff cuts will deliver material gains for
our exporters across the board and place
downward pressure on the cost of imported goods
for households and businesses, but the benefits that
will flow from the creation of a more seamless
trading environment are not well understood,”
Mr. Robb said. The minister expressed hope of
securing a free trade agreement (FTA) with India
"sometimes this year", as reported by media.
He said “there are some quite sensitive issues
but we are making good progress,” the report said.
According to a feasibility study conducted by both
the countries jointly, the comprehensive FTA is
likely to result in India gaining between 0.15 and
1.14 per cent of its GDP, while Australia would
end up with the gains between 0.23 and 1.17 per
cent of its GDP. The two-way trade between India
and Australia stood at $12.12 billion in 2014-15.
India’s foreign investment into Australia is
worth $11 billion. While, Australia has invested
only $649.37 million during April 2000 and January
2015 in India. Mr. Robb further said the TPP would
see the elimination of 98 per cent of tariffs among
the 12 states.
“The tariff cuts will deliver material gains for
our exporters across the board and place
downward pressure on the cost of imported goods
for households and businesses, but the benefits that
will flow from the creation of a more seamless
trading environment are not well understood,” he
said.
“The embrace of paperless trading, streamlined
customs procedures and trading rules, assistance
for SMEs, more seamless data flows and greater
flexibility with data storage, are all features of the
TPP,” he added. The agreement also contains
provisions to help stimulate new investment and
as experience shows, when you deepen trading
relations increased investment inevitably follows,
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he said. The US-led TPP agreement sets in place
common rules for labour, the environment and for
the first time in a trade treaty, rules to combat
bribery and corruption. It will also ensure private
companies and businesses are able to effectively
compete against State Owned Enterprises.
(www.economictimes.com 4 February 2016)

Signing of Trans-Pacific
Partnership Trade Deal Opens
up Tough Battle in US
REPRESENTATIVES of the United States and 11
other Pacific Rim nations formally signed a
sweeping free-trade agreement reached last fall,
setting in motion what is expected to be a hard
battle for approval in national legislatures, none
more contentious than in the US.

Michael Froman, President Obama’s chief trade
negotiator, beamed as he walked onstage during
a signing ceremony in New Zealand, but back home
it is looking increasingly unlikely that a
congressional vote on the deal will take place by
summer. Major presidential candidates continue to
pan the accord and even leaders of the GOP, the
party of free traders, have shown only lukewarm
support for what Mr. Obama has made his top
economic priority in the second term.
“I have some problems with the agreement,”
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
told reporters, reiterating comments he has made
since the text of the accord was released in
November. “With both the Democratic candidates
for president opposed to the deal and a number of
presidential candidates in our party opposed to
the deal, it is my advice that we not pursue that,
certainly before the election.
“And some would argue that it’s not fair to
the voters for them not to consider what you might
do after the election,” he added, suggesting the
possibility of a congressional vote during the short
lame-duck session in November and December.
The Trans-Pacific Partnership agreement was
concluded last October in Atlanta after more than
five years of negotiations. The accord would be
the largest regional trade pact in the world, binding
together economies that make up nearly two-fifths
of global economic output by eliminating duties
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on thousands of goods and setting uniform rules
on intellectual property, labour rights, the
environment and other areas affecting trade and
investment across borders.
So far, only Malaysia has ratified the
agreement. Representatives of Mexico and
Australia have indicated that it would be months,
possibly year-end, before debate would be
concluded and a final vote taken up by their
respective lawmakers. The other countries are
Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan, Peru, Singapore,
Vietnam and New Zealand. Some nations will be
waiting first for action in the US, where vehement
opposition to the deal from Democratic lawmakers
and many others has cast doubts about whether
the Obama Administration can bring the agreement
to implementation. Mr. Obama’s hopes for enacting
the legacy-making accord have been complicated
by presidential campaign politics - free trade is
hardly a populist issue - and more recently by the
stormy global economic climate and the possibility
of an economic slowdown in the US.
“The economy is going to grow more slowly;
everybody’s ratcheted down their forecasts,” said
Mr. Peter Moroci, a University of Maryland
professor and former chief economist at the US
International Trade Commission. “It makes it more
difficult to sell that thing,” he said of the trade
accord. “When people aren’t doing well
economically, they’re more fearful of change.”
In recent weeks Mr. Froman and other Obama
administration officials have been working on
Capitol Hill and across the country to highlight
what they see as the significant overall economic
gains for the country in expanding foreign markets
for American-made goods and services. Mr.
Obama has argued repeatedly that the Pacific pact
is also critical in strengthening American political
leadership in the face of a rising China.
US business groups have been generally slow
and somewhat reserved in their endorsement of
the deal, though that may soon change. “In the
weeks ahead, the chamber will be ratcheting up
its advocacy for the TPP,” said John Murphy, senior
vice president for international policy at the US
Chamber of Commerce.
Organized labour and other opponents of the
partnership,
including
various
health,
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environmental and consumer groups, have been
campaigning hard against it for months. “We’re
definitely mobilizing now,” said Thea Lee, deputy
chief of staff at the AFL-CIO. She wouldn’t say
whether the labour group was targeting certain
lawmakers, as it did last year during a fight over a
fast-track trade bill vote. Mr. Obama narrowly
won that battle, enabling him to wrap up the Pacific
trade negotiations and to present the accord to
Congress for a straight up-or-down vote, with
minimal delay and no amendments.
Analysts say Mr. Obama isn’t likely to submit
the Trans-Pacific Partnership as legislation to
Congress until he is confident that it will be
approved by both chambers. The president is also
expected to wait until the International Trade
Commission, an independent federal agency,
releases an assessment of the deal’s economic
effects. That report is due by 18 May.
A study by the Peterson Institute for
International Economics, a private think tank, has
estimated that the trade pact would boost annual
real incomes of Americans by $131 billion, or 0.5
per cent of US economic output, by 2030. But
another study, by researchers at Tufts University,
found significantly smaller income gains to the US
and said that the Pacific trade accord would likely
lead to employment losses and increases in
inequality.
For key GOP lawmakers, whose support is seen
as critical for securing enough votes to ratify the
accord, the issues come down to a handful of
interests, including tobacco companies’ access to
special tribunals to settle disputes, longer periods
of intellectual property protections for drug
makers, and greater flexibility for financial
institutions in where data can be stored. Many
Democratic lawmakers opposed to the Trans-Pacific
Partnership say the accord falls short in providing
adequate protections for workers, consumers and
the environment.
Mr. William Reinsch, president of the National
Foreign Trade Council, a pro-trade group
representing scores of multinational firms, doesn’t
see any of the GOP concerns as insurmountable. “I
think these are problems that can be addressed,
but it’s going to take some time to work through
them,” said Mr. Reinsch, a veteran of Washington
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trade wars. He added, however, that the
administration still has a huge fight on its hands:
“The thing new this time around is that opponents
are much better organized than they have been
historically - and there’s more of them.”
(www.latimes.com 4 February 2016)

Twelve Pacific Nations Sign Major
Free Trade Agreement
TWELVE Pacific region trade ministers signed the
Trans-Pacific Partnership in Auckland, New
Zealand, on Thursday, 4 February 2016 — a broad
free-trade deal that will cut taxes and trade barriers
for nearly half of the world’s economy. Trade
Representative Mr. Michael Froman signed for the
United States.

All the ministers said their goal is to “enhance
shared prosperity, create jobs and promote
sustainable economic development for all of our
nations.” The agreement is considered one of
President Barack Obama’s proudest achievements
in his seven years in office. Mr. Obama issued a
statement saying the deal will bolster American
leadership abroad and support good jobs at home.
He said he will push US lawmakers to quickly ratify
the deal. “I’ll continue working with Democrats
and Republicans in Congress to enact it into law as
soon as possible,” he said, “so our economy can
immediately start benefiting from the tens of
billions of dollars in new export opportunities. We
should get TPP done this year and give more
American workers the shot at success they deserve
and help more American businesses compete and
win around the world.”
Seven Years in Making
It took seven years of often contentious
negotiations to complete the trade deal. The deal
basically reduces tariffs and trade barriers for
numerous goods and services, including cars,
medicines and dairy products. It also sets rules for
labour and environmental protection, and protects
intellectual property rights for multinational
corporations. Parliaments and legislatures of all 12
countries must ratify the deal. Many in the US
Congress oppose it for various reasons. Opponents
say the pact will cost American jobs, flood the US
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market with foreign products, harm the
environment and threaten human health with
unsafe imported food. But the White House has
said the agreement will cut 18,000 different taxes
on US exports and open the globe to more
American-made products, plus it has the strongest
labour and environmental protection ever included
in a global trade deal. Along with the United States,
the other partnership members are Australia,
Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico,
New Zealand, Peru, Singapore and Vietnam. China,
the world’s second-largest economy, decided not
to join the trade pact as it pursues its own economic
agenda. But US officials have said the Chinese are
welcome to become a partner when they think the
time is right.
(www.voanews.com 4 February 2016)

The Trans-Pacific Partnership in
Perspective
THE Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) - a deal

involving 12 economies worth about $28 trillion
-was signed in New Zealand’s Auckland by
ministers from the Asia-Pacific region and the
Americas. The pact - which will cut tariffs,
improve access to markets and set common
ground on labour and environmental standards
and intellectual property protections - was finally
reached last October after five years of
negotiations. The partnership comprises
Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia,
Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, the US
and Vietnam. Al Jazeera’s correspondents
analyze what the deal means for some of the
countries.
Adrian Brown - China
China is not used to being excluded from a big
new international organization. As the world’s
second largest economy, its absence from the TPP
represents a loss of face. It could also mark the
start, perhaps, of an economic Cold War as China
and the US vie for influence in the Asia-Pacific
region. Beijing regards the pact as another
Washington-led attempt to contain China.
The government’s countermeasures include
support for a rival trade pact as well as its Silk
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Road project. This is President Xi Jinping’s
ambitious plan to revive the fabled trading routes
between China and Europe via Central Asia. But
the official mood could best be described as
ambivalent. The government has said it might apply
for TPP membership in the future. Besides, say
economists, China’s key trading partners include
four TPP member countries - Australia, New
Zealand, Vietnam and Japan. Observers also say
that China may not yet feel it is ready to sign up to
higher and more rigorous trade standards at a time
when it is facing a multitude of economic
challenges.
Wayne Hay - New Zealand
Regardless of whether you agree or disagree
with the TPP, it’s a big deal. So why is it being
signed in little old New Zealand at the bottom of
the world?
You can trace the origins of this pact back to
2000 when New Zealand and Singapore signed a
free trade deal that was later joined by Brunei
and Chile forming what became known as the
P4. Then, the likes of the US began discussions
about creating a wider agreement involving
more countries. We’ve ended up with 12 nations
signing the TPP and throughout all the
negotiations, New Zealand has played a leading
role as it sought to find more lucrative markets
for its export-led economy. If nothing else, it’s
something of a diplomatic victory for this small
country. But there has also been a lot of
opposition to the deal with several protests
happening around New Zealand by people who
ask why there has to be so much secrecy
surrounding the details of the negotiations. They
also asked why New Zealand should be
amending laws to accommodate other countries
and giving big business the opportunity to sue
the government if they feel any future legislation
contradicts agreements made in the TPP.
Daniel Lak - Canada
Canada joined the TPP talks in 2012.
The country’s late arrival was probably because
of its reluctance to open its dairy, poultry and egg
markets to foreign competition. Those types of
farmers are very protected in Canada. New
Zealand in particular wanted access to Canada for
FOCUS WTO, January-March 2016 (Vol. 18 No. 1)
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its mighty dairy export industry. Compounding the
problem for the former Conservatve Prime
Minister, Stephen Harper, was last year’s federal
election campaign. The talks ended with an
agreement on 5th October and Mr. Harper tried
to present it as a win-win for Canada, which got
access to a trillion-dollar market across Asia and
the North America and got to keep import volumes
low for politically sensitive farm products. The
main opposition parties begged to differ.
The left-of-centre New Democrats said the deal
was bad for everyone, and the eventual election
winners, Justin Trudeau’s Liberals, said they would
study the deal before deciding on a stance. Now
that Mr. Trudeau is in power, he says Canada will
sign the TPP but keep studying before it ratifies something critics say is akin to having your cake
and eating it too. Canadians aren’t broadly opposed
to free trade as their country is a big exporter of
commodities and always needs new markets. But
polls show they’ll need convincing on some aspects
of the TPP. If, as supporters suggest, it leads to
cheaper milk and eggs, then probably this country
will feel comfortable inside the world’s largest
trading bloc. If not, expect growing opposition.
Natasha Ghoneim - Mexico
Critics in Mexico have called the TPP “NAFTA
on steroids”.
The reference is to the North American Free
Trade Agreement that went into effect in 1994 and
established a trading bloc between Mexico, the US
and Canada.
Twenty-two years later, the same criticism of
NAFTA is reverberating with the TPP. Mexico’s
National Workers Union led a protest to voice its
opposition. Critics allege the TPP was negotiated
secretly, the benefits will only reach multinational
corporations while failing to trickle down to
farmers and workers and may adversely impact
food security in Mexico. President Enrique Pena
Nieto has characterized the TPP as a signature
policy. He says it will give Mexico an expanded
opportunity to trade with countries on the most
populous continent. He has promised Mexicans that
it will bring greater investment, increase exports
of cars and electronics and bring more “well-paid
jobs” to the country. Just as there remains great
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debate on the overall merits of NAFTA for Mexican
farmers and workers, it’s likely there will continue
to be debate about how TPP will impact jobs in
Mexico.
(www.aljazeera.com 4 February 2016)

The Trans-Pacific Partnership
Agreement at a Glance
THE TPP is a free trade agreement involving 12
nations connected by the Pacific Ocean. The
agreement is designed to free up trade and
investment between the countries. After years of
controversy, mainly around the secrecy of the deal
and the lack of public consultation, the document
was signed on 4 February 2016. The countries
involved are New Zealand, Australia, Canada,
United States, Mexico, Japan, Malaysia, Brunei,
Vietnam, Singapore, Peru and Chile. At the signing
tomorrow those countries were represented by
trade ministers or, in some cases, foreign ministers.
While it is a complex agreement, one should care
about the deal because New Zealand is a small
trading nation with a focus on exports. The deal
will have an impact on New Zealand economy and
relationships with international corporations and
the other 11 countries. In general, the trade deal is
expected to increase the wealth of New Zealand
by boosting exports into powerful economies. A
positive take from the agreement is an increase in
opportunities for Kiwi businesses to sell their
products to markets in the Pacific Rim countries
without paying tariffs.

Some of the downsides include the idea the
deal opens up the possibility of corporations suing
the New Zealand Government if they feel the deal
isn’t being upheld. People have raised the point
that it diminishes New Zealand’s sovereignty and
challenges democracy. It’s worth remembering that
every time a country signs an international
agreement, whether it is based on trade or
maintaining peace, its sovereignty diminishes. The
deal won’t be ratified, or come into effect, until all
the countries have gone through the process of
voting on it, or passing it into law. That could take
two years.
(www.nzherald.co 3 February 2016)
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India not Seeking Membership in
TPP, TTIP: Smt. Nirmala
Sitharaman
INDIA has not sought membership in either of the
two mega trade deals, Trans-Pacific and TransAtlantic, the government informed Parliament.

“The government has not sought for
membership of either the Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP) or Trans-Atlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership (TTIP)”, Commerce and Industry
Minister Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman said in a written
reply to the Rajya Sabha.
However, the government is continuously
monitoring the developments with regard to the
two trade deals in close consultation with industry
stakeholders, she said.
The TPP is a trade agreement between 12
countries including Australia, Brunei, Chile,
Canada, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand,
Peru, Singapore, the US and Vietnam. TTIP is under
negotiations between the European Union and the
US. The TPP agreement has been concluded but is
not yet ratified for implementation by the
participating countries. In a separate reply, she said
the government has not received any proposal from
the US to join the TPP. As per 2014 statistics of the
WTO, the TPP countries account for 22.5 per cent
of global trade in goods and commercial services.
“The government has not taken any decision
to join the TPP”, she added.
(www.economictimes.com 9 December 2015)

WCS Statement on Trans-Pacific
Partnership Trade Agreement
THE United States joined 11 other Pacific Rim

countries in signing the Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP), an international trade agreement which
includes strong wildlife trafficking provisions
within its environmental chapter.
The following statement was released by WCS
President and CEO Cristián Samper:
“WCS is heartened to see in TPP the adoption
of a comprehensive free-trade agreement that
includes potentially strong and enforceable
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commitments on combating wildlife trafficking,
and implementing the provisions of the Convention
on International Trade in Endangered Species
(CITES), and we commend the President and the
US Trade Representative for pushing to include
those provisions. “We expect that the agreement
also addresses illegal, unreported and unregulated
(IUU) fishing. The overexploitation of our marine
resources threatens numerous endangered species
including sharks and whales, as well as the wellbeing of those who rely on the oceans for their
livelihoods.
“We now look to the 12 signatory countries to
keep to the terms of the agreement. If implemented
rigorously, there is strong potential for this free
trade agreement to impact wildlife in a positive
way. Wildlife trafficking is a global problem, but
Asia and the Pacific Rim are areas of particular
concern. There are many species in those countries
that are being decimated by wildlife trafficking,
including tigers and pangolins, and much of the
rest of the world’s endangered wildlife flows
through the markets of that region. We cannot
stem the global trade of wildlife without working
hand in hand with Asian and Pacific Rim countries.
“There is obviously much more work to be
done. Although anti-poaching efforts must be
enhanced, it is also vital to stop the criminal
trafficking in illegal wildlife (whether ivory or
other products), and the TPP has tremendous
potential to assist that effort. “We look forward
to working with the Administration to make sure
these conservation provisions are implemented
successfully and ensuring the signatory countries
are accountable to the terms of the agreement.”
WCS (Wildlife Conservation Society)
MISSION: WCS saves wildlife and wild places
worldwide through science, conservation action,
education, and inspiring people to value nature.
To achieve our mission, WCS, based at the Bronx
Zoo, harnesses the power of its Global
Conservation Program in more than 60 nations and
in all the world’s oceans and its five wildlife parks
in New York City, visited by 4 million people
annually. WCS combines its expertise in the field,
zoos, and aquarium to achieve its conservation
mission.
(http://newsroom.wcs.org 6 October 2015)
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Trans-Pacific Partnership Deal
Struck As “Corporate Secrecy”
Wins Again
ONCE again the corporatcracy wins as the

socalled “Trojan horse” Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP) trade agreement has been finalized. As WSJ
reports, the US, Japan and 10 countries around the
Pacific reached a historic accord to lower trade
barriers to goods and services and set commercial
rules of the road for two-fifths of the global
economy, officials said. For the US, the TPP
(reportedly) opens agricultural markets in Japan and
Canada, tightens intellectual property rules to
benefit drug and technology companies, and
establishes a tight knit economic bloc to challenge
China’s influence in the region (likely forcing their
hand into separate trade agreements). However,
Mr. Obama is likely to face a tough fight to get the
deal through Congress (especially in light of
presidential candidates’ opposition). The deal, if
approved by Congress, will mark an effective
expansion of the North American Free Trade
Agreement launched two decades ago to include
Japan, Australia, Chile, Peru and several southeast
Asian nations. The trade deal has been in the works
since 2008 but has been stymied by politically
sensitive disputes, including a fight between the
US and Japan over the automobile industry.
Beyond that, however, it represents the economic
backbone of the Obama Administration’s strategic
“pivot” to Asia and a response to the rise of the
US’s chief rival, China, and its growing regional
and global influence. It is also a key component of
the “third arrow” of economic reforms that Mr Abe
has been pursuing in Japan since taking office in
2012.
Biotechs, among others, are the big winners...
In pharmaceuticals and other industries, US
officials sought a deal that would be acceptable to
other countries and as many members of Congress
as possible, without triggering the outright
opposition of a major business group. Many
Democratic lawmakers and groups backing generic
drugs and less expensive medicines didn’t want
any more than five years of exclusivity for biologic
drugs, and it wasn’t immediately clear if the
compromise in the TPP would satisfy their
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concerns. One of the last disputes to be resolved
pitted Australia against the US, which was seeking
up to 12 years of protection for biologic drugs
against
generic
imitators.
The
two
countries reached a complicated compromise that
provides at least five and potentially up to eight
years of exclusivity for biologics. Chile, Peru and
other countries remained concerned about adding
to the price of drugs through long exclusivity
periods, according to people following the talks.
In another last-minute deal, Canada and Japan
agreed to increase access to their tightly controlled
dairy markets, allowing some American dairy
products in, but New Zealand also persuaded the
US to accept more of its milk products. The sour
milk fight caught the attention of Congress, where
Sen. Ron Wyden (D., Ore.) and Rep. Paul Ryan (R.,
Wis.), two lawmakers overseeing trade policy,
demanded that dairy producers in their states gain
more access to Canadian consumers, a sensitive
concession for Canada during its own election
season.
But critics remain vocal...
US labour unions and their allies among
consumer and environmental groups are among the
biggest critics of the TPP. The left-wing opposition
has prevented Mr. Obama from getting many fellow
Democrats—already skeptical of the deal’s benefits
to US workers—to support his trade policy. An
array of Republican lawmakers object to provisions
that would strengthen the influence of labour
groups, impinge on the ability of tobacco companies
to fight against packaging rules and other laws
overseas, and possibly harm local industries, from
dairy farmers to sugar.
So it isn’t over yet... (as The FT reports)
The deal announced by trade ministers from
the 12 countries still must be signed formally by
the countries’ leaders and ratified by their
parliaments. In the US, Mr. Obama is likely to face
a tough fight to get the deal through Congress next
year, especially as presidential candidates like
Republican frontrunner Donald Trump have
argued against the TPP. Only a handful of
Democrats support Mr. Obama’s trade policy, and
Republican support is unpredictable in the 2016
election year, depending on the stance of
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presidential candidates and new leadership in the
House. As it is, the deal can’t go to a vote before
Congress until early next year. The odds of passage
in Congress will hinge in large part on the final
language in a number of provisions, ranging from
the strengthening of rights for labour unions to
whether US cigarette companies will face special
limitations within TPP countries. “I will carefully
scrutinize it to see whether my concerns about
rushing into a deal before meeting all US objectives
are justified,” Sen. Orrin Hatch (R., Utah), chairman
of the Senate Finance Committee, said in a
statement before the deal was completed. Critics
around the world have also lambasted the deal for
being negotiated in secret and being biased
towards corporations, criticisms that are likely to
be amplified when the national legislatures seek
to ratify the TPP in the months to come.
Finally, the most troubling aspect of the TPP,
asserts Ellen Brown, is the Investor-State Dispute
Settlement (ISDS) provision, which “first appeared
in a bilateral trade agreement in 1959.” Mr. Brown
continues: According to The Economist, ISDS gives
foreign firms a special right to apply to a secretive tribunal
of highly paid corporate lawyers for compensation
whenever the government passes a law … that [negatively
impacts] corporate profits — such things as discouraging
smoking, protecting the environment or preventing
nuclear catastrophe. Imagine a scenario in which the
US, coming to its senses about climate change,
imposes a revenue-neutral carbon fee on fossil
energy. According to provisions of the TPP, a fossilfuel company in a signatory nation could then sue
the US for lost profits, real or imagined. The threat
is not idle. In 2012, the US’s Occidental Petroleum
received an ISDS settlement of $2.3 billion from
the government of Ecuador because of that
country’s apparently legal termination of an oilconcession contract. Currently, the Swedish
nuclear-power utility Vattenfall is suing the
German government for $4.7 billion in compensation, following Germany’s phase-out of nuclear
plants in the wake of Japan’s Fukushima disaster.
The ISDS provisions of the TPP are insidious:
the means by which signatory nations voluntarily
surrender national sovereignty to the authority of
corporate tribunals, without appeal, and apparently
without exit provisions. No wonder the
negotiations are secret.
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Packaged as a gift to the American people that
will renew industry and make us more competitive,
the Trans-Pacific Partnership is a Trojan horse. It’s
a coup by multinational corporations who want
global subservience to their agenda. Buyer beware.
Citizens beware.
(http://www.zerohedge.com 10 May 2015)

India, EU Need to Trash Out
Remaining Issues of FTA: Sweden
TERMING the proposed free trade agreement

between India and EU as a “classical win win” for
the two sides, Sweden said negotiators need to sit
down and “trash out” remaining issues of the trade
pact.
Ambassador of Sweden to India Harald
Sandberg said although there are few outstanding
issues which needs to be addressed, both India
and the European Union (EU) have covered lot of
areas of the agreement. “I know both the sides are
willing to talk to each other and this is a very
important issue between the EU and India. We as
a EU member are very supportive of this process
finally creating a positive result which will be
mutually beneficial. This is a classical win win,” he
told mediapersons. “Negotiators have to sit down
and trash out the remaining issues,” he added.
India and the EU started talks on free trade
agreement in 2007 and till 2013, 16 rounds of
negotiations were held. But talks were stalled after
that as the two regions failed to bridge substantial
gaps on crucial issues, including data security status
for the IT sector. On his expectation about the
conclusion of the negotiations, he said: “It is a
billion dollar question” but Sweden wants to see
the conclusion “as soon as possible”. He said both
the sides should work on the outstanding issues
and “crunch” those out and reach a result on those.
On the demand of India for a liberalized visa
regime in the EU, Ambassador Sandberg said as
far as Sweden is concerned, it has the most liberal
migration policy for professionals. “I know this
is an issue,” he added. Chief negotiators of India
and EU met on 18 January and took stock of
contentious issues, including duty cut on
automobiles and movement of professionals, that
have held up talks on the proposed free trade
agreement.
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The purpose of the meeting was to assess
where both sides stand and how India and the
EU should go forward with the proposed pact,
officially dubbed as Bilateral Trade and
Investment Agreement. Negotiators were
expected to meet in August last year, but talks
were
deferred
by
India,
expressing
disappointment and concern over the EU banning
sale of around 700 pharma products, clinically
tested by GVK Biosciences. In May 2013, India
and the 28-nation bloc failed to bridge
substantial gaps on crucial issues, including data
security status for the IT sector. The other issues
include easy movement of professionals and data
security status demand from India. Besides
demanding significant duty cuts in automobiles,
EU wants tax reduction in wines and spirits and
dairy products and a strong intellectual property
regime. The free trade pact is aimed at reducing
or significantly eliminating tariffs on goods,
facilitating trade in services and boosting
investments between the two sides. The two-way
commerce in goods between India and the EU
was US$98.5 billion in 2014-15.
(www.economictimes.com 29 January 2016)

Chile Looking for Comprehensive
Trade Agreement with India
TO increase bilateral trade, south American nation

Chile is working on having in place a more
comprehensive trade agreement with India.
Chilean Ambassador to India Andres Barbe
said they were planning to have this pact with India
next year.
“Everything starts from political relations. And
with the new government in India we are hopeful.
The trade agreement would be in interest for both
the countries. We have tried to explain the people
in Delhi that Chile is not like China. It is a small
country. We want Chilean products to come to
India and Indian products to reach our markets,”
Mr. Barbe said at an interactive session of Bharat
Chamber of Commerce.
Since 2007, India and Chile have a preferential
trade agreement (PTA), but the bilateral trade has
fallen to $2.87 billion in 2013. “The main problem
is duties. They are very high and our products can’t
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compete with the Indian products in price,” he said.
Chile’s commercial attache Nestor Riveros said they
want to increase the bilateral trade by seven times.
“Chile doesn’t have pineapples. We need to
import fruits,” he said.
The Ambassador said Chile provides an
attractive opportunity for Indian investors to enter
Latin American markets.
(www.economictimes.com 25 November 2014)

India and European Union to
Resume Talks on Free-Trade
Agreement in January
INDIA and the European Union will resume talks

on a free-trade agreement in January after a
lengthy break, raising hopes of a speedy
completion to the long-drawn process. Talks on
the India-EU Broadbased Investment and Trade
Agreement have stalled amid the prolonged
downturn in Europe and its focus on concluding
the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership
agreement with the US.
Indian then deferred talks that were set to
resume in August after the EU banned 700 generic
drugs that were tested at Hyderabad-based GVK
Biosciences. The government said it was
“disappointed and concerned by the action.” EU’s
negotiators are now expected to be in India next
month. “They will come in January. We are waiting
for them to share the dates,” said a senior
commerce department official.
The development comes a month after the 28nation bloc offered to discuss the ban as a separate
legal matter so that the free trade agreement talks
can be resumed. “We would be picking up the
threads after a long hiatus. We need to see if the
positions have changed. So, we will be negotiating
a new,” the official added. India and the EU have
missed at least four deadlines to clinch a free-trade
accord, even after 15 rounds of talks.
The two sides have been negotiating the
proposed free trade agreement since 2007 but
differences over the lack of access for Indian
professionals to EU’s labour market and high
taxes imposed by New Delhi on liquor and car
imports from Europe have thwarted efforts to
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reach an accord that is expected to boost trade.
India’s exports to the EU amounted to $49.3
billion in FY15, while imports stood at $49.2
billion.
In the April-August period, these were $18.5
billion and $18.4 billion, respectively. The EU is
destination to almost 18 per cent of India’s exports
with products such as apparel, textiles, information
technology, gems and jewellery, and pharmaceuticals leading the pack.
On the other hand, the EU is one of the largest
sources of overseas investment in India. With the
free-trade pact talks getting a new lease of life,
value-added exports such as those of textiles and
garments could get a boost. The EU is a large
market, which is willing to pay the price for valueadded goods, experts said.
(www. economictimes.com 4 December 2015)

Obama Calls for Passage of
Trans-Pacific Partnership in Final
State of the Union
P RESIDENT Obama’s final State of the Union

address focused on big themes of the economy,
climate change, security and campaign reform,
but also included an appeal to Congress to pass
the Trans-Pacific Partnership trade agreement —
a move favoured by the entertainment industry.
A little past the mid-point in his 58-minute
address, Mr. Obama talked about the cooperation
it took among nations to approve the trade pact,
also known as the TPP. He said the agreement
would “open markets, protect workers and the
environment, and advance American leadership
in Asia,” adding that it “cuts 18,000 taxes on
products made in America, and supports more
good jobs.” Mr. Obama emphasized that,
although it involves many other nations, under
the TPP “China doesn’t set the rules in that
region, we do.” He concluded by telling the
members of Congress assembled before him:
“You want to show our strength in this century?
Approve this agreement. Give us the tools to
enforce it.” The comments immediately
prompted a show of support from Chris Dodd,
the former US Senator who is now chief executive
of the Motion Picture Association of America.
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“In State of the Union Address, President Mr.
Obama highlighted the advancement of America’s
trade agenda through the Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP) as a top economic priority for our nation,”
Mr. Dodd said. “We share this commitment,
because the US film and television industry is a
global economic sector that relies on open market
access and strong copyright protections to support
nearly two million American jobs.”
Mr. Dodd’s statement added: “The TransPacific Partnership will lower trade barriers and
help creators protect their content, allowing our
industry to expand in key foreign markets, bring
that investment back to the United States, and
promote even more jobs here at home. We
welcome the President’s vision on this issue and
look forward to continuing our work with
Congress and the Administration to enact this
globally and economically significant trade
agreement.” Mr. Obama’s nationally-televised
address focused on the accomplishments of his
seven years in office and evoked the call for
change that he echoed repeatedly in his first run
for
president.
He
ended
with
an
acknowledgement that he has failed to turn back
the partisan fervour in Washington. “The rancor
and suspicion between the parties has gotten
worse, instead of better,” Mr. Obama said. “I
have no doubt a president with the gifts of
Lincoln or Roosevelt might have better bridged
the divide, and I guarantee I’ll try to be better
so long as I hold this office.” But he said the
American people would need to demand more
changes — particularly voting rights reform,
campaign finance controls and an end to political
gerrymandering — to improve the political
climate.
Mr. Obama then made a ringing call for
Americans of all political stripes “to uphold your
duties as a citizen. To vote. To speak out. To
stand up for others, especially the weak,
especially the vulnerable, knowing that each of
us is only here because somebody, somewhere,
stood up for us. We need to stay active in our
public life so it reflects the goodness and decency
and optimism that I see in the American people
every single day.”
(http://variety.com 12 January 2016)
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India Expresses Interest in
Preferential Trade Agreement with
Iran Once Sanctions are Lifted
I NDIA has evinced interest in signing a
preferential trade agreement with Iran once
international sanctions on the Persian Gulf nation
are lifted.

This will be India’s first trade agreement with
a country in West Asia and offer it a foothold to
tap other markets in the region. “We have a good
relationship with Iran. It is a good market for us
in the long term,” a senior commerce department
official told. “So, a preferential trade pact makes
sense and we are interested. We are still at a
conceptual stage on this.”
The official said by conceptual stage he
means that both the parties have shown interest
in signing the agreement but no negotiations
have begun. The official said Iran is also
preparing for the agreement once it comes out
of the sanctions.
“Iran is working towards WTO accession. In
the build up to that, they have shown interest.
There are no negotiations at present. From
India’s perspective, the sooner the better that we
sign an agreement,” the official said. This is a
logical step forward in Delhi’s trade relations
with Tehran, which has accorded India priority
status for trade and investment in
acknowledgement of its support during the hard
times when the country was reeling under tough
US and European Union-imposed economic and
military sanctions on it.
Iran is looking at cooperation in agroprocessing, IT, steel and hotels/tourism with India,
while India plans to invest ` 2 lakh crore in Iran’s
Chabahar port and develop a gas-based urea
manufacturing plant there.
In 2014-15, India’s exports to Iran stood at $4.17
billion while imports amounted to $8.95 billion, an
increase from $1.44 billion and $7.61 billion,
respectively, in 2006-07. India has been exporting
automobile components, tools, motors and
chemicals to Iran besides Basmati rice, sugar and
other agricultural commodities. It imports mainly
oil from Iran.
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In October, industry chamber Assocham said
an India-Iran trade agreement will help India
expand the volume of exports to Iran,
particularly of pharma, iron and steel, auto
components. Also, Iran could serve as an outlet
for Indian goods to countries in Central Asia and
Afghanistan.
“Iran is a good country to sign a trade
agreement with because it will open up the entire
West Asian market for us,” said Ajay Sahai,
director-general of the Federation of Indian Export
Organizations. Shri Sahai said in such a scenario,
as per FIEO analysis, exporters would expect
greater market access in sectors such as agriculture,
pharma, chemicals, paper and paper products,
synthetic textiles, garments, iron & steel products,
aluminium products, two-wheelers, auto
components, electrical machinery and parts,
mechanical machinery and parts, writing
instruments, gems & jewellery.
(www.economictimes.com 1 December 2015)

India, EU Unlikely to Conclude FTA
in Near Future: Assocham
INDIA and the European Union are unlikely to

conclude the free trade agreement negotiations
in the “near future” given a complex nature of
the 28-nation bloc and its vast internal issues,
Assocham said. As negotiations for a BroadBased Bilateral Trade and Investment Agreement
( BTIA) with the European Union (EU) are
heading “nowhere”, India should press for a
separate free trade agreement with Britain, the
industry chamber said. It would be much easier
to negotiate and finalize a deal with Britain,
which also needs a vast Indian market for
reviving its economy, it added. “Given a complex
nature of the EU structure and its vast internal
issues, there is no likelihood of reaching a deal
with the 28-nation bloc in the near future,” it said
in a statement. Impetus for FTA with the UK
should be given right away during Prime
Minister Shri Narendra Modi’s ongoing visit to
the UK, the industry body said. The protracted
negotiations with the EU on the trade opening
pact are causing India a great opportunity cost,
it said. Further, it said, “With global slowdown
hitting our exports, India needs easier market
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access in major markets without much delay. So,
why not have an independent FTA with the UK”.
Given the vibrancy of the British economy and a
growth potential in India, the two can work
together for mutual benefit in the areas of high
technology, financial services, education, health,
IT, textiles, urban infrastructure and defence, the
chamber said. Expressing disappointment and
concern over the EU banning sale of around 700
pharma products clinically tested by GVK
Biosciences, India has in August deferred the talks
with the EU on the proposed free trade agreement.
(www.economictimes.com 12 November 2015)

China, Singapore Start
Negotiations on Upgrading Free
Trade Agreement
SINGAPORE Trade and Industry Minister Lim

Hng Kiang and China’s Commerce Minister Gao
Hucheng exchanged letters to signal the start of
discussions to review the FTA that came into
force in 2009. The Singapore Ministry of Trade
and Industry (MTI) said the upgraded CSFTA
will provide Singapore businesses with enhanced
trade facilitation and greater investment
protection in China, as well as address investment
barriers. “Both sides will also explore greater
cooperation in areas such as legal services and
financial services. To keep abreast of global
developments, the CSFTA will also be enhanced
with new generation elements such as Ecommerce and environment,” MTI said in a
statement. China is Singapore’s largest trading
partner, while Singapore has been China’s largest
foreign investor since 2013. Singapore, rated as
Asia’s financial hub and trading centre, also
became China’s largest overseas direct
investment destination in the Association of
South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) in 2014. “A
forward-looking, substantive and comprehensive
upgrade of the CSFTA will enhance support for
ongoing and future collaborations between
Singapore and China. Both sides will endeavour
to complete the review by 2016,” said Mr. Lim.
Other deals signed include a framework
agreement on the development of a governmentto-government project in the south western
Chinese city of Chongqing with an emphasis on
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strategic connectivity. This is the third joint
project between the governments of Singapore
and China, the first two being in Suzhou
Industrial Park and Tianjin Eco-city.
Representatives from both sides also signed
Memoranda of Understanding on cooperation in
education, urban planning and management and
on the Sino-Singapore International Joint
Research Institute in the Sino-Singapore
Guangzhou Knowledge City.
(www.economictimes.com 7 November 2015)

Indonesia-Australia
Comprehensive Economic
Partnership Agreement
About the IA-CEPA Negotiations

I NDONESIA-AUSTRALIA

Comprehensive
Economic Partnership Agreement (IA-CEPA)
negotiations commenced in Jakarta in September
2012. IA-CEPA aims to strengthen and expand the
trade, investment and economic cooperation
relationship between Australia and Indonesia. It
will help bring the region’s two largest economies
closer together and will form a key part of
Australia’s regional economic integration as part
of the Asian Century.
Indonesia is a significant economic and
regional partner for Australia. Two-way trade
in goods and services reached $14.9 billion in the
2013 calendar year, making Indonesia 12th largest
trading partner and 11th largest export market
of Australia. Australian investment in Indonesia
was worth an estimated $10.9 billion in 2013.
Austrade estimates that there are more than 400
Australian companies operating in Indonesia, in
sectors including mining, agriculture,
construction, infrastructure, finance, health care,
food & beverage and transport.
The announcement of the commencement of IACEPA negotiations follows the release of the Joint
Feasibility Study on an Indonesia-Australia Free
Trade Agreement in April 2009 and the entry into
force of the ASEAN-Australia-New Zealand Free
Trade Agreement (AANZFTA). It is expected that
the IA-CEPA will build on the outcomes of the
AANZFTA.
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Key Interests and Benefits
• The IA-CEPA could address impediments to
bilateral trade, including those which impose
additional costs on exporters and consumers,
and impede economic competitiveness.
• A comprehensive agreement that addresses the
impediments to increasing Australian
investment in Indonesia and Indonesian
investment in Australia would enhance the
bilateral relationship in a number of important
respects.
• IA-CEPA could explore ways to enhance
economic cooperation in specific sectors
identified as key drivers of economic growth.
(dfat.gov.au 28 August 2014)

Historic Trade Deal with Japan
to Drive Growth
A USTRALIA signed a historic Economic

Partnership Agreement (JAEPA) with Japan, its
second-biggest trading partner with two-way
trade worth over $70 billion. Australian Minister
for Trade and Investment Andrew Robb said the
agreement will leverage Australia’s strengths to
drive economic growth and job creation. More
than 97 per cent of Australia’s exports to Japan
will receive preferential access or enter duty-free
when the Agreement is fully implemented. “This
is the most ambitious trade deal Japan has ever
concluded with anyone and affords Australia
major concessions across a range of areas, most
notably services and agriculture, an area of
traditional sensitivity for the Japanese,” Mr Robb
said.
“JAEPA represents a strong outcome for
Australian beef our biggest agricultural export to
Japan, as well as for fruit, vegetables, nuts, wine,
seafood, processed food and other commodities,
with many tariffs eliminated on entry into force,”
Mr Robb said. The Australian Government will
continue to push for additional outcomes through
scheduled renegotiations for key agricultural
products under JAEPA, and in other negotiating
fora, including in the Trans-Pacific Partnership
negotiations. Effectively 100 per cent of Australia’s
resources, energy and manufacturing exports will
also benefit from tariff-free entry into Japan under
FOCUS WTO, January-March 2016 (Vol. 18 No. 1)

this agreement. JAEPA also guarantees access to
the Japanese market for a range of services where
Australia has an enviable reputation, including
financial, legal, education and telecommunications
services. Australian suppliers will also be
guaranteed non-discriminatory access to the
lucrative Japanese government procurement
market. “Australian consumers will also benefit
from cheaper Japanese cars and parts, and a range
of household items including white goods and
electronics through the elimination of tariffs,” Mr
Robb said.
Japanese made components used in Australian
production and manufacturing will also become
more affordable which will aid Australia's
competitiveness. Cheaper Japanese imports
improve consumer buying power and enhance
Australia's standards of living. JAEPA will afford
private Japanese investment in non-sensitive areas
a new screening threshold of $1.078 billion, up from
$248 million. “This agreement also sends a strong
signal to Japanese investors that we both welcome
their capital and are open for business, which is
most important given Australia is a country that
has always relied on foreign investment to develop
our commerce, infrastructure and standards of
living,” Mr Robb said.
JAEPA will enter into force after the
completion of domestic legal and parliamentary
processes by both countries, including
consideration by the Joint Standing Committee on
Treaties.
(http://trademinister.gov.au 8 July 2014)

Trans Pacific Partnership Leaders
Weigh up a Challenging Year of
Transitions in the Australia-US
Relationship
M ALCOLM TURNBULL has held talks with

President Barack Obama at the White House on
his first official visit to the US as Australian prime
minister. With the fight against Islamic State (IS)
in the Middle East high on the agenda, Mr. Obama
had high praise for Australia’s involvement in the
conflict. 2016 will be a year of transitions in the
Australia-US relationship. Mr. Obama, who has
become adept at welcoming new Australian prime
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ministers, has less than a year remaining in office.
Against this backdrop of change are three
important issues: the fight against IS, the challenges
of China, and the passage of the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP). There is also one final important
transition – Australia’s enormously popular
ambassador to the US, Kim Beazley, will soon be
replaced by Joe Hockey.
Farewell Beazley
Australians know Mr. Beazley as an ALP
stalwart, a former deputy prime minister and
opposition leader. Americans know Mr. Beazley
as one of Australia’s most effective interlocutors.
Mr. Beazley’s knowledge and passion for American
history and his love of ideas have made him a
Washington favourite. Mr. Beazley also brought
to Washington an excellent understanding of
Australia’s strategic challenges. He was no mere
consumer of others’ strategic analysis; he quite
capably generated his own.
What sometimes gets lost amid all this
admiration is Mr. Beazley’s effectiveness in
representing Australia’s cause. His 15,700-odd
Twitter followers may not rival pop star Katy
Perry, but his following is more than double than
that of the outgoing British ambassador to the US,
Peter Westmacott. Not only was Mr. Beazley
effective in articulating an Australian point of view,
but he did so tirelessly. He will be a hard act to
follow.
Turnbull’s Challenges
Mr. Turnbull has already begun to put a
different kind of stamp on the Australia-US
relationship.
In a speech to the Centre for Strategic and
International Studies, Mr. Turnbull outlined his
vision for co-operation between Australia and the
US. Thucydides and a more nuanced view on how
to address turmoil in the Middle East have
replaced Mr. Tony Abbott’s more muscular
approach. For some in Washington there may be
disquiet over Australia’s decision not to increase
its troop deployment to Iraq. Mr. Turnbull
explained:
Other nations with larger economies, larger
defence forces and closer to the theatre are
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beginning to step up their commitments. As they
should. While other countries must do more to
support the anti-IS coalition. Turnbull observed:
The destruction of ISIL [Islamic State in Iraq
and the Levant, another name for IS] requires
military action including boots on the ground.
But they must be the right boots on the right
ground.
Many in Washington will applaud this call.
Two challenges emerge from China that test
the Australia-US relationship. Mr. Turnbull
turned to Athenian philosopher and historian
Thucydides to illustrate the problem. Thucydides
described the rising power of Athens leading to
Sparta’s intemperate and violent reaction. Will
China’s rise come about peacefully or not?
China’s conversion of water-logged atolls and
reefs in the South China Sea into airstrips and
harbours provide grounds for concern.
Australia’s support of freedom-of-navigation
patrols is an important adjunct to American
efforts. Both the US and Australia share an
interest in China’s peaceful rise. It is hard to see
how the territorial dispute in the South China
Sea will be easily resolved.
Mr. Turnbull wisely called for calm:
Australia has no claims in the South China Sea,
nor do we make any judgement on the legitimacy
of any of the competing claims. We urge all parties,
not just China, to refrain from further construction
on those islands or reefs, and to refrain from
militarization.
Whether anybody listens to these soothing
words remains to be seen.
The second equally complex threat to
international peace and stability is the Chinese
economy. China can barely manage its
increasingly complex and opaque economy. The
International Monetary Fund released its World
Economic Outlook update the same day Mr.
Turnbull met Mr. Obama. This projected a
weakening Chinese economy, with Chinese
growth slowing to 6.3 per cent in 2016 and 6 per
cent in 2017. The questions for the Australia-US
relationship are the extent to which the slowing
Chinese economy will have a spillover effect, and
how deeply a weakening Chinese economy will
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impact domestic stability. The final challenge
concerns the TPP. The timing of congressional
approval of the trade deal remains a mystery. In
this, a presidential election year, the TPP may
not make much progress. The TPP’s signing is
high on Australia’s list of achievements in
Washington. Unfortunately, real success depends
more on individual members of Congress than
it does on anything the White House might want.
Mr. Turnbull, in his meeting with Mr. Obama,
made clear the TPP’s importance. He claimed that
“the critical thing is the way it promotes the
continued integration” of the Asia-Pacific’s
economies, which is an important peg in regional
security. Passage of the TPP may well be
important, but members of Congress may be
more concerned about their own re-election. Such
are the challenges of Washington.
(https://theconversation.com 20 January 2016)

Merkel, Modi Aim for Free Trade
Agreement between EU and India
IN Berlin, Germany and India expressed their
intention to work together more closely on
economic and political matters, while emphasizing
closer cooperation on military sales. EurActiv
Germany reports.

Chancellor Angela Merkel and her Indian
counterpart, Shri Narendra Modi, both spoke in
favour of a free trade agreement between the
EU and India on Tuesday (14 April). Before
consultations in October, a joint working group
is expected to assess whether to loosen German
export restrictions on dual use goods, which are
suited for both civilian and military use. Shri
Modi and Mr. Merkel also expressed their
support for closer armaments cooperation. On
Tuesday, Shri Modi concluded a three-day visit
to Germany. India is the partner country of this
year’s Hannover Trade Show.
The two
governments, as well as industry associations in
both states, expressed dissatisfaction over
bilateral trade relations. Since 2012, the value of
exchanged goods has decreased to •16 billion –
although India is one of the fastest growing
economies in the world. The Indian Prime
Minister criticized the fact that talks over a free
trade agreement with the EU have not taken
FOCUS WTO, January-March 2016 (Vol. 18 No. 1)

place since 2013. “I wish the negotiations are
taken up again, and we come to a common
solution,” he said. The Chancellor also spoke of
common interest in reconvening talks. A passage
to this effect can also be found in a joint statement
from the two governments. Shri Modi made it
clear that Germany is also a favoured partner in
building a dual education system, and expanding
the renewables sector. In addition, he
emphasized India’s interest in purchasing
German military hardware. During a visit to
France, India signed an agreement to buy 36
Rafale fighter jets. Ms. Merkel also said that
cooperation on armaments is desirable. Besides
aircraft, it could also include submarines, she
said.
“We definitely also hear India’s wishes for
cooperation in this area with attentive ears,” Ms.
Merkel stated. Both governments also hope to
strengthen foreign policy cooperation and the fight
against terrorism. Shri Modi was especially critical
of the fact that the UN Security Council has still
not been reformed. The fact that a country with
one-sixth of the world population, and which has
never attacked another country is not represented,
raises important questions, the Prime Minister
commented. “Germany and India have the right
to permanent representations,” he stated. Along
with Japan and Brazil, both countries have for
years been hoping for a permanent seat in the UN’s
highest decision-making body.
(http://www.euractiv.com 15 April 2015)

Australia-India Comprehensive
Economic Cooperation Agreement
RECENT years have seen remarkable growth in

the trading relationship between India and
Australia, fuelled by the many complementarities
between the two economies. Two-way trade in
goods and services has grown in value from $6.8
billion in FY2003-04 to $14.8 billion in FY2013-14.
India is the world’s largest democracy and is a
market of 1.2 billion people. Its youthful population,
diversified economy and growth trajectory present
significant opportunity for Australian business,
especially in the agriculture, energy, manufacturing,
mining and services sectors.
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Negotiations to conclude a Comprehensive
Economic Cooperation Agreement between
Australia and India were launched in May 2011.
There have been nine rounds of negotiations, the
most recent of which was held in September
2015.

He was speaking on the sidelines of industry
consultation meeting on Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership (RCEP) negotiations
organized by CII. He interacted with industry
members to better understand the Indian
industry’s concerns.

During official visits to India and Australia in
September and November 2014 respectively,
former Prime Minister Tony Abbott and Prime
Minister Shri Narendra Modi renewed both
countries’ commitment for an early conclusion of
an equitable, balanced, comprehensive and high
quality agreement.

Shri Ravi also said that the Centre hopes to sort
out problems in Broad-based Trade and
Investment Agreement (BTIA) with European
Union (EU) and FTA with the European Free Trade
Association (EFTA).

The Department is seeking public submissions
on the Comprehensive Economic Cooperation
Agreement negotiations.

Shri Ravi said that the Euro crisis, Yuan
devaluation and slowdown in global economy may
hit India’s exports and government is taking
measures to boost exports.

Key interests and benefits:
• A comprehensive agreement would assist in
broadening the base of merchandise trade by
addressing tariff barriers and behind the border
restrictions on trade in goods.
• There is significant potential to expand trade in
services between India and Australia. An FTA
could facilitate growth in services trade by
reducing barriers faced by Australian service
suppliers and by increasing regulatory
transparency.
• An FTA could facilitate and encourage
investment by reducing barriers, increasing
transparency and enhancing investment
protections.
(dfat.gov.au)

India Likely to Sign Free Trade
Agreement with Australia, Chile
Soon
INDIA is likely to sign the comprehensive

FTA allows duty-free or low-duty trade in
merchandise between the signatories.

The joint secretary said that the process of RCEP
will only go forward with the industry’s input and
how the industry drives it.
According to Shri Ravi, the next round of
negotiations on RCEP agreement is scheduled to
be held at Busan in South Korea in October this
year. The negotiations have moved into advanced
stage as members are now finalising the tariff
modalities.
(The Times of India, 14 September 2015)

Trade Pact with India Top Priority:
Australia
C ONCLUDING the comprehensive economic

cooperation agreement (CECA) with India by the
year-end remains Australia’s number one trade
priority, according to the country’s trade and
investment minister Andrew Robb.

free
trade agreement (FTA) with Australia and Chile
soon following a renewed push to the pacts.

Mr. Robb has visited India four times since
September as Australia has pitched strongly for
the CECA. He met Prime Minister Shri Narendra
Modi, Commerce Minister Smt. Nirmala
Sitharaman and other senior officials.

“We are very close to signing FTA with Chile.
We are also having next level discussion with
Australia for FTA agreement and we hope to
conclude soon,” department of commerce joint
secretary Dammu Ravi told reporters.

“There is nothing to suggest that we won’t get
it finished by the end of the year. That was a
deadline set by Prime Minister Modi and Prime
Minister Abbot and it is very tight but it is
Australia’s number one trade priority to get this
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economic agreement concluded by the end of the
year,” Mr. Robb told a news conference on the
sidelines of the India-Australia CEO’s forum.
“I will come, my negotiating team will come
as often we have to make that happen. Everything
else can be secondary to achieve that objective.
There is no time to be lost in our view. There is a
big agenda here,” he said.
He said that Australia was aiming to give the
pact a services focus as it eyes the Indian market
to bring in its expertise in an array of services —
from engineering to architecture, design and water
management.
“We have settled very much on the importance
of services. It’s a critical focus. This will have a
strong goods focus but the principal focus would
be on services and investment.”
PM Narendra Modi and Australian Prime
Minister Tony Abbot have signalled their strong
commitment to seal the CECA by the end of this
year. The eighth round of negotiations is set to
take place in New Delhi in July.
India is Australia’s 12th largest trading partner
and two-way trade is approximately A$15 billion.
Indian investment into Australia has reached
almost A$11 billion, with A$9.8 billion of Australian
investment in India.
The CEO’s forum reaffirmed the importance
of high quality, mutually beneficial Australia-India
CECA in driving this and called on both
governments to be bold and ambitious in their
approach to the trade pact.
(The Times of India, 24 June 2015)

India, Canada Work on Agreement
to Boost Eco Ties
S EEKING to provide “new impetus” to their

economic relations, Canada and India are jointly
working to finalise a bilateral foreign investment
agreement to accelerate investments, Canada’s
Defence Minister has said.
Jason Kenney, Canada’s Minister of National
Defence and Minister for Multiculturalism, said the
Foreign Investment Protection and Promotion
Agreement will benefit investors from both the
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countries by providing “greater certainty” for
Canadian firms with existing investments in India.
“It would also promote Canada as a
destination for foreign investment, opening up
markets for Indian corporations looking for new
opportunities abroad,” Mr. Kenney said while
addressing a reception hosted by the Indian
Consulate to commemorate India’s 69th
Independence Day.
He said the agreement would promote
economic relations between the two countries and
accelerate two-way investments.
“The agreement, designed to protect investors
by defining their legally binding rights and
obligations, would give new impetus to IndoCanada economic relations,” he said.
It would bring a new “legal regime” that would
boost bilateral investment, although some issues
like taxation and expropriation would be resolved
soon, Mr. Kenney said.
Canada’s Prime Minister Stephen Harper and
Ontario Premier Kathleen Wayne in their greeting
messages have commended contributions made by
Indians in economic development of Canada and
strengthening bilateral relations.
Seeking Canadian investment, Akhilesh
Mishra, India’s Consul General said India was
undergoing a historic phase of transformation.
Through digital transformation, rapid
urbanisation and massive infrastructure
development India is poised to achieve eight to
nine per cent growth every year at a time when
most of the economies were slowing down, Shri
Mishra said.
“When major economies are confronted with
prospect of shrinking labour population, India’s
young demography will witness expanding labour
force over next 50 years and account for 25 per
cent of global skilled manpower,” he said.
He said India had one billion mobile phones,
250 million internet users and provides a great
opportunity for Canadians to invest in the
country.
“Prime Minister Narendra Modi has launched
ambitious mission of developing 100 smart cities,
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addition of 100,000 mega watt of solar power and
60,000 mega watt of wind power by 2022, providing
vocational training to 400 million people, building
general industrial corridors and high speed trains,”
Shri Mishra said.
These initiatives offer huge business
opportunities for Canada and other partners, he
added.
(Siliconindia News, 17 August 2015)

We Expect Services FTA with
ASEAN to Come into Effect this
Year: Sushma Swaraj
INDIA expects that the free trade agreement signed
with ASEAN in services and investments will come
into force later this year which will fuel greater
economic engagement between the two sides, said
External Affairs Minister Smt. Sushma Swaraj.

Speaking at the annual Delhi Dialogue on
ASEAN-India partnership, she said the FTA will
bring greater economic integration of India and
ASEAN member countries.
“We expect that the ASEAN-India Agreements
on Trade in Services and Investment signed last
September will enter into force later this year. This
will complete our Free Trade Area with ASEAN
and bring greater economic integration between
our countries,” she said.
India signed the FTA with ASEAN in services
and investment in September last year after years
of negotiations.
India signed a free trade agreement (FTA) in
goods with the bloc in 2009. New Delhi was keen
on the services deal as it did not gain much from
the pact on goods due to already lower tariffs in
the region.
ASEAN is India’s fourth largest trading partner
and the annual trade between the two sides stood
at over $76 billion in 2013.
FDI outflows from India to ASEAN countries
over the last 7 years were over $31 billion while
FDI equity inflows into India from ASEAN
countries during this period were over $25
billion.
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“We need to make a special effort to achieve
our target of enhancing trade to $100 billion by
2015 and our aspiration to double it to $200 billion
by 2022,” Smt. Swaraj said adding “For ASEAN,
the year 2015 is a key milestone in its journey
towards establishing a close-knit ASEAN
Community.”
(The Economic Times, 11 March 2015)

Singapore, India Sign Strategic
Partnership to Boost Cooperation
in Key Areas
INDIA and Singapore signed a joint declaration

on a Strategic Partnership which will expand
cooperation between the two countries in key
areas such as connectivity and economic
cooperation.
This comes as India’s Prime Minister Narendra
Modi is in Singapore for a two-day visit at the
invitation of Singapore’s Prime Minister Lee Hsien
Loong. The visit holds special significance as both
countries commemorate 50 years of diplomatic ties
this year.
Both Prime Ministers inked the Strategic
Partnership which outlines the two countries’
interest in expanding cooperation in key areas like
smart cities and urban solutions.
The Strategic Partnership also highlighted the
importance of enhancing connectivity between
India and the region, including the expansion of
air links, to help promote further trade and
investment between the two countries as well as
people-to-people links.
The two leaders also witnessed the signing
of other agreements, including one on defence
signed by Singapore Defence Minister Ng Eng
Hen and Indian Defence Minister Manohar
Parrikar.
The revised Defence Cooperation agreement
will see both sides establishing a regular Defence
Ministers’ Dialogue, deepen cooperation in
several areas, including maritime security. It will
also explore further cooperation in areas such as
defence technology, humanitarian assistance and
disaster relief. Both countries also agreed to
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continue to conduct and enhance bilateral training
and exercises between the two armed forces.
A memorandum of understanding was also
signed to enhance cooperation against drug
trafficking, and another on cybersecurity, which
will see Singapore and India collaborate on
technology and research as well as exchange best
practices.
Another agreement aims to promote
collaboration in urban planning and wastewater
management. There was also an agreement to
extend the long-term loan of nine artefacts from
the Archaeological Survey of India to the Asian
Civilisations Museum (ACM).
As part of ACM’s revamp, five of these
artefacts are already prominently displayed in the
Ancient Religions Gallery. The others will be part
of an important display in the gallery on later
Hinduism and Buddhism, to be completed by early
2017.
Following the signing, the Prime Ministers
exchanged items symbolising both countries’
history of relations. Mr Lee presented Shri Modi
a copy of the front page of Tamil Murasu
newspaper on 11 August 1965, two days after
Singapore separated from Malaysia. The
newspaper reported that India had recognised
Singapore as an independent country, one of the
first to do so.
Meanwhile, Shri Modi gifted Mr. Lee an old
map of Singapore, reproduced from the National
Archives of India.
(Channel NewsAsia, 24 November 2015)

ARTICLES
The Trade Agreements Dilemma
by Dani Rodrik, 18 February 2016.

ECONOMISTS can’t explain why expanded trade

has produced negative consequences for wages and
employment.
The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) — a mega
trade deal covering 12 countries that together
FOCUS WTO, January-March 2016 (Vol. 18 No. 1)

account for more than one-third of global gross
domestic product and a quarter of world exports—
is the latest battleground in the decades-long
confrontation between proponents and opponents
of trade agreements.
As usual, the pact’s advocates have
marshalled quantitative models that make the
agreement look like a no-brainer. Their favourite
model predicts increases in real incomes after 15
years that range from 0.5 per cent for the US to
8 per cent in Vietnam. Moreover, this model—
developed by Peter Petri and Michael Plummer,
from Brandeis and Johns Hopkins Universities,
respectively, building on a long line of similar
frameworks by them and others — foresees
relatively insignificant cost to employment in
affected industries.
The TPP’s opponents have latched on to a
competing model, which generates very different
projections. Produced by Jeronim Capaldo of Tufts
University and Alex Izurieta of the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development (along with
Jomo Kwame Sundaram, a former UN assistant
secretary-general), this model predicts lower
wages and higher unemployment all around, as
well as income declines in two key countries —
the US and Japan.
There is no disagreement between the models
on the trade effects. In fact, Capaldo and his
collaborators take as their starting point the trade
predictions from an earlier version of the PetriPlummer study. The differences arise largely from
contrasting assumptions about how economies
respond to changes in trade volumes sparked by
liberalization.
Petri and Plummer assume that labour markets
are sufficiently flexible that job losses in adversely
affected parts of the economy are necessarily offset
by job gains elsewhere. Unemployment is ruled out
from the start—a built-in outcome that TPP
proponents often fudge.
The Peterson Institute for International
Economics, which published the pro-TPP study,
inexplicably states in its brief: “The agreement
will raise US wages but is not projected to change
US employment levels…” The result on wages
is a conclusion of the study, whereas the
employment “projection” could have been
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made before the computer crunched a single
number.
Capaldo and his collaborators offer a starkly
different outlook: a competitive race to the bottom
in labour markets, with a decline in wages and
government spending keeping a lid on aggregate
demand and employment. Unfortunately,
however, their paper does a poor job of explaining
how their model works, and the particulars are
somewhat murky.
The Petri-Plummer model is squarely rooted
in decades of academic trade modelling, which
makes a sharp distinction between microeconomic
effects (shaping resource allocation across sectors)
and macroeconomic effects (related to overall
levels of demand and employment). In this
tradition, trade liberalization is a microeconomic
“shock” that affects the composition of
employment, but not its overall level.
Economists tend to analyse trade agreements
in such terms, rendering the Petri-Plummer model
more congenial to them. By contrast, the Capaldo
framework lacks sectoral and country detail; its
behavioural assumptions remain opaque; and its
extreme Keynesian assumptions sit uneasily with
its medium-term perspective.
The trouble is that the real world has not lined
up so neatly with trade economists’ assumptions.
Critics of trade agreements have marshalled countless
anecdotes about the adverse effects of imports on
wages and employment in affected communities.
Recent empirical work by three academic economists
— David Autor, David Dorn and Gordon Hanson
— shows that the critics have a point.
Autor, Dorn and Hanson document that the
expansion of Chinese exports has produced
“substantial adjustment costs and distributional
consequences” in the US. In regions with
industries hit hard by competition from Chinese
imports, wages have remained depressed and
unemploy-ment levels elevated. Falling
employment in such industries was expected; the
surprise was the absence of offsetting
employment gains in other industries.
Advocates of trade agreements have long
maintained that deindustrialization and the loss
of low-skill jobs in advanced economies have little
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to do with international trade; they are the product
of new technologies. In the current TPP debate,
many prominent proponents still cling to this line.
In light of the new empirical findings, such
nonchalance towards trade has become untenable.
(The Petri-Plummer model does indicate that the
TPP will accelerate the movement of jobs from
manufacturing to services, a result that the pact’s
advocates do not trumpet.)
Economists do not fully understand why
expanded trade has produced the negative
consequences for wages and employment that it
has. We do not yet have a good alternative
framework to the kind that trade advocates use.
But we should not act as if reality has not
severely tarnished our cherished standard
model. It would be far better to consider the full
range of possibilities highlighted by the models
on offer, instead of putting all the weight on a
single one.
The bottom line is that neither side’s models
generate numbers reliable enough on which a
case for or against the TPP can be made. Just
about the only thing we can say with some
certainty is that there will be winners and losers.
Perhaps the agreement will galvanize investment
and knowledge flows across the Pacific, giving
the world economy a much-needed boost.
Perhaps not. But those who believe that this
trade agreement, like previous ones, will provide
lopsided benefits have ample reason to be
concerned.
(Live Mint)

TPP’s All about the Health of Big Pharma
by Chandni Raina, 10 February 2016.

THE signing of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP)

agreement in New Zealand on February 4 by the
US and 11 other countries clearly had a celebratory
ring around it. However, we need to reflect on
the damage that the implementation of TPP is likely
to inflict on public health policies in the world.
Many provisions in the TPP are designed
specifically to protect and further enhance the
windfall profits of pharmaceutical MNCs in the US,
while overriding the legitimate concerns on access
to affordable medicine.
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By eliminating competition in the market from
generic drugs, the TPP tilts the balance significantly
in favour of the Big Pharma in at least six different
ways. First, the TPP lowers the bar on patentability
by mandating that any new use of a known
substance or a new process or a new method of
using a known substance would become eligible
for a patent. Thus, a drug molecule that has already
benefited from 20 years of patent protection can
become a viable patentable subject matter for yet
another 20 years if a new use is found of the same
substance. Sustained release forms of existing
molecules and fixed dose combinations of drugs,
could be some of the other channels for repeated
grant of patent protection on essentially the same
medicine.
Second, the TPP provides for patent protection
beyond 20 years for supposedly compensating the
applicant for delays in patent office. It is important
to recall that two decades earlier, using the very
same argument, Big Pharma, had secured the 20year term for patent protection under the WTO
TRIPS Agreement. Clearly, there appears to be no
limit to the number of times the same argument
can be flogged by the Big Pharma to enjoy
monopoly protection in the market. What is worse
is that this will also lead to differing periods of
patent term depending on delays in country
jurisdictions.
Third, TPP mandates countries to provide
data exclusivity for 5 years for pharmaceuticals
which can be extended by 3 years if new clinical
information is submitted and 8 years for biologics
from the time it is registered in the concerned
country. During the period of data exclusivity,
clinical trial data submitted by the originator
company establishing safety and efficacy of the
medicine cannot be relied upon by the regulator
to grant approval to another applicant showing
bioequivalence with that medicine. Data
exclusivity, which is a TRIPS Plus measure,
will delay the entry of generic drugs in the
market.
Fourth, data exclusivity protection will also
apply to sustained release or fixed dose
combinations of molecule, paediatric dose or for
developments that improve the administration
of the same medicine. As small improvements in
existing formulations is a continuous process,
FOCUS WTO, January-March 2016 (Vol. 18 No. 1)

even marginal changes which satisfy the
conditions for application of data exclusivity will
get protected. This will lead to yet another form
of ever-greening the monopoly rights enjoyed
by the Big Pharma.
Fifth, the TPP mandates that the principles
developed by the International Conference on
Harmonization (ICH) be adhered to by the TPP
members while considering applications for
marketing authorisation for pharmaceutical
products. ICH standards for drugs have been
extremely controversial. Even the WHO has
observed that the adverse impact of withdrawal
of certain drugs might well be “far more
dramatic than that of any hypothetical risk posed
by failing to achieve the ICH standards.” This
should ring alarm bells among developing
countries that are parties to the TPP, as well as
other nations that may be contemplating to join
TPP.
Sixth, the TPP has opened a window for
preventing new generic drugs from being listed
as a pharmaceutical eligible for reimbursement
under national health care programmes operated
by different countries. The TPP requires that
companies be allowed to intervene and seek
remedy if they are dissatisfied with the process
of listing of eligible pharmaceutical products and
the amount of reimbursement. This has raised
concern among many quarters of the possible
influence that the Big Pharma may employ to
exclude new generics from national health care
programmes.
Overall, the TPP will critically reduce, if not
totally eliminate, competition from generic pharma
companies and adversely impact access to
medicines. The repercussions of a regime that
would be created by the TPP can be visualized from
the example of the drug ‘Sofosbuvir’. For a threemonth treatment in the US for Hepatitis C, this
medicine costs $80,000. If patients in developing
countries are deprived of generics and instead have
to pay this price, bursting of family budgets on
account of medical treatment would become a
common crushing reality.
The TPP would also disincentivise pathbreaking medical research and future
development of technologies. Investing resources
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in new research would be more expensive and
risky, while an easy alternative of ensuring high
profits would exist through ever-greening of
patents. If more countries become party to the
TPP, the magnitude of the unpredictability,
uncertainty and fragmentation of the market due
to differing terms of patent protection and data
exclusivity would make it unviable for generic
manufacturers to invest in new manufacturing
facilities.
In conclusion, it would not be an exaggeration
to state that some of the rules under the TPP for
the protection of intellectual property are clearly
written by MNC pharma companies. With
medicine prices set to surge significantly as a
consequence, even the middle-class in most
countries may get deprived of life saving drugs. Is
this the world that trade negotiators wish to
bequeath to our future generations? World leaders
have a moral obligation to prevent this human
tragedy from unfolding.
(The Financial Express)

Why India Must Enhance its Trade
Diplomacy Bell Curves, Editorial, The
Economic Times, 16 February 2016.

R EPORTS

say India is keen to ratify, at the
“earliest”, the trade facilitation agreement (TFA)
on goods, of the World Trade Organization
(WTO). The move makes perfect sense. As India
seeks to better integrate with the world economy,
clear-cut transparent norms on trade facilitation
would be very much in our interest. However, the
TFA would come into force only after two thirds
of the 162 WTO member countries formally accept
it; thus far only 63 mostly developed nations have
done so. Which is why we need to explore
heightened engagement on trade across sectors
and geographies. The gains from trade can be huge.
Tariff and non-tariff walls can disincentivise the
Make in India initiative and keep it below its
potential. A TFA on services would also be apt,
although it may make better sense to eschew
WTO wide consensus and aim to seek an
agreement with a limited number of nations, say,
50, initially. When it comes to policy reform, the
broader point is to shift trade liberalisation from
the back burner. The EU-India free trade
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agreement needs to be concluded without further
delay, never mind if it is somewhat lacking in
scope, to begin with. The best must not be the
enemy of the good.
Also, India needs to up its diplomatic ante to
seek membership of the 21-member Asia-Pacific
Economic
Cooperation
(APEC)
forum,
representing 44 per cent of global trade. We cannot
have an Act East policy and yet not join APEC.
Last year’s Indo-US joint declaration merely noted
India’s “interest” in APEC and New Delhi now
needs to proactively demonstrate keenness for
formal membership, from ‘observer’ status. APEC
membership could in due course make it possible
for us to join the Trans-Pacific Partnership, which
is still a work in progress. We do need to genuinely
liberalize our trade policy.
(The Economic Times)

In a First, India-Asean Dialogue to have a
Full-day Business Session
by Huma Siddiqui, 16 February 2016.

FOR the first time, a full day has been dedicated

to a business session at the 8th edition of the IndiaAsean ‘Delhi Dialogue’ — an annual Track 1.5
forum for discussing politico-security, economic
and socio-cultural issues between the two sides.
Briefing media persons ahead of the two-day
dialogue starting 17 February, Anil Wadhwa,
secretary (east) MEA, said, “Delhi Dialogue VIII
is appropriately themed “Asean-India Relations:
A New Paradigm”.
“Ongoing negotiations for regional trading
agreements involving Asean member states
including the Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership (RCEP) and the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP) has the potential to alter the
regional trade architecture,” he added. The
dialogue has been organised by the MEA and five
industry chambers as well as think tanks from New
Delhi, Singapore and Indonesia.
The combined GDP of almost $4.7 trillion that
Asean and India bring together defines one of the
most important economic spaces to impact the lives
of nearly two billion people. With the coming into
force of Asean Economic Community on 31
December 2015 and the expected conclusion of
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RCEP negotiations this year, the India-Asean
relationship is expected to receive a shot in the
arm.
In a survey done by FICCI, it underlines
industry’s optimism about the enabling
environment created by the Government of India
and the move towards consolidating the Asean
region as an economic powerhouse of Asia through
the formalization of Asean Economic Community
(AEC) in December 2015 and expected conclusion
of RCEP negotiations this year.
However, there is a room for creating greater
awareness about the specific possibility of
economic cooperation with the various Asean
countries and addressing NTBs of doing business
with each other. According to the survey
findings, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines,
Thailand and Singapore are the destinations in
the Asean region which are currently the most
important for India’s industry.
The survey has revealed that there is immense
scope for systematically educating industry on the
available incentives and possibility of leveraging
inter-governmental economic agreements. Given
the great cultural and historical affinity between
India and Asean, strengthening the people to
people connect has been a common response from
industry, in line with the government’s emphasis
on popular diplomacy with Asean.
(The Financial Express)

India Proposes Informal Forum to
Resolve RCEP Issues by Kirtika Suneja,
15 February 2016.

KEEN on an expeditious conclusion of the biggest

trade accord in Asia, India has proposed the
creation of a forum for informal resolution of
prickly issues under the planned Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP).
The forum would be on the lines of one under
the recently concluded US-led Trans Pacific
Partnership (TPP), which has raised many
concerns in India. Commerce and Industry
Minister Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman has said that
TPP will have an impact on India’s exports in
sectors such as pharmaceuticals, textiles and
chemicals.
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The forum will seek to informally resolve issues
other than those related to tariffs so as to reduce
long-drawn regulatory and legal disputes as the
RCEP talks go ahead. “It is an informal mechanism
so that issues don’t get escalated to legal levels.
The inspiration was 'ad hoc discussions' mentioned
in the TPP,” said an official aware of the matter.
The non-tariff measures refer to prohibitions,
conditions or specific market requirements that
restrict trade between countries. The proposal will
be discussed at a meeting of the RCEP in Brunei
from February 15 to 19.
Under the proposed mechanism, which India
floated a few weeks ago, any of the 16 RCEP
countries can resolve issues with each other without
legal hassles. In the first step, the aggrieved party
raises a query on paper and the party being
questioned has to give a written response.
On ‘ad hoc discussions,’ the TPP agreement
says that “a party (the requesting party) may
request ad hoc discussions on any matter
arising...including a specific non-tariff measure that
the requesting party believes may adversely affect
its interests in trade in goods...by delivering a
written request to another party (the requested
party).”
However, since the mechanism is sought to be
voluntary and doesn’t mandate the other country
to resolve the issue, India has also mooted the idea
of maintaining records so that all countries are
aware of the non-responders. The proposal also
talks of third-party facilitators in case there’s no
resolution.
“The mechanism also helps because instead of
direct bilaterals, it lets other countries with similar
grievances to join in based on the consent of the
party being questioned,” the official said.
RCEP is envisaged as a comprehensive freetrade agreement subsuming goods, services,
investment, competition, economic and technical
cooperation, dispute settlement and intellectual
property rights between 10 countries under the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations umbrella
and their six free-trade agreement partners Australia, China, India, Japan, Korea and New
Zealand.
(The Economic Times)
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Trans-Pacific Partnership Trade
Agreement Signed by Jeremy Gerrard,
4 February 2016.

AMID protest, trade ministers from the US and
11 other countries gathered in New Zealand to
sign the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP)—a trade
agreement involving 12 countries along the
Pacific Rim that account for up to 42 per cent of
all US agricultural exports. Each country must
now ratify the agreement through its own
political process.
Supporters say the agreement—now more
than five years in development—will bolster trade
among member countries by eliminating tariffs and
other barriers, while opponents fear the deal could
be bad for jobs and award too much power to
corporations.
But President Barack Obama called the deal one
that puts American workers first and stressed
Congress to enact it into law as soon as possible.
“Right now, the rules of global trade too often
undermine our values and put our workers and
businesses at a disadvantage,” Mr. Obama says.
“TPP will change that. It eliminates more than
18,000 taxes that various countries put on Made in
America products. It promotes a free and open
Internet and prevents unfair laws that restrict the
free flow of data and information. It includes the
strongest labour standards and environmental
commitments in history – and, unlike in past
agreements, these standards are fully enforceable.
TPP allows America – and not countries like China
– to write the rules of the road in the 21st century,
which is especially important in a region as dynamic
as the Asia-Pacific. Put simply, TPP will bolster our
leadership abroad and support good jobs here at
home.”
The Grocery Manufacturers Association has
continued to voice its support of the TPP and urges
Congress for swift approval.
“The TPP offers significant opportunities for
GMA members,” says Pamela Bailey, GMA
president and CEO. “The agreement will reduce
or eliminate tariffs on the majority of US food,
beverage and consumer product exports and will
strengthen TPP parties’ commitments to sciencebased, non-discriminatory regulations and
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technical standards. These commitments are
critical to enabling US food, beverage, and
consumer product exporters to fully realize the
unprecedented market access opportunities
offered by the TPP. GMA urges the US
Congress to approve the agreement as soon as
possible.”
(http://www.foodengineeringmag.com)

IDFA Commends President on TPA, US
Trade Agreements by Jeremy Gerrard,
22 January 2015.

FOLLOWING President Barack Obama’s State of

the Union Address, the International Dairy Foods
Association (IDFA) said it was encouraged the
president’s call to pass legislation that would
reauthorize the Trade Promotion Authority was
welcomed with bipartisan support from members
of Congress.
“A strong, bipartisan focus on modernizing
TPA will have a tremendous, positive impact on
the country’s economic growth and job creation,”
the association said, which represents 550 dairy
foods companies and suppliers.
IDFA said the dairy industry has a lot to gain
from two trade agreements currently in
negotiations—the Trans-Pacific Partnership and
the Transatlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership. “Trade Promotion Authority is an
important tool for getting those agreements
through Congress and ensuring that the United
States has the opportunity to connect US
companies and their products with consumers
around the globe,” IDFA said.
(www.foodengineeringmag.com)

Trans-Pacific Partnership Deal Reached!
Now What? by Daniel J. Ikenson,
5 October 2015.

AFTER

six years of negotiations, a final TransPacific Partnership Agreement has been reached
in Atlanta. Check your pacemakers, trade policy
wonks. This is about as exciting as it gets in our
world.
First, congratulations are in order for the TPP
negotiators, who worked extremely hard over
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the past several years in an environment of
profound public skepticism – much of it driven
by pervasive scaremongering – to arrive at this
moment. Reaching accord on a broad array of
subjects between 12 countries at different levels
of economic development with disparate policy
objectives is not a task for the faint of heart.
Second, there is still quite a bit of work to be
done on the domestic front. Even with the deal
“concluded,” the president cannot sign the
agreement until 90 days after he officially
announces his intention to do so. During that
period, there will be intensive consultations
between the administration and Congress over
the details; the legal text of the agreement will
be made available to the public on the internet;
the USTR advisory committees will submit
their assessments of the deal to Congress; and
there will be ample opportunity for informed,
robust domestic debate about the deal’s pros and
cons.
After the 90-day consultation period, the
president can return to the TPP partners with
input from Congress, which may or may not
warrant modifications to the deal to improve its
chances of ratification. Once the deal is signed,
the administration then has a maximum of 60 days
to prepare a list of all US laws that will need to
be changed on account of TPP; the US
International Trade Commission will have a
maximum of 105 days to do an analysis of the
likely impact of the TPP on the US economy; the
congressional trade committees will perform
mock markups of the implementing legislation;
and, then, the final TPP implementing legislation
will be introduced in both chambers. After the
legislation is introduced, the House will have 60
days and the Senate will have 30 days to hold
votes.
These requirements stem from the Trade
Promotion Authority legislation enacted over the
summer. If the TPP is going to be ratified by this
Congress under this president, the timelines
suggest that there isn’t much room for delay.
Although it has become an article of faith that trade
bills don’t move during election years, there is
simply no avoiding the TPP landing in Congress’s
lap and animating the presidential debates and
primary elections. Expect a vote anytime after July
FOCUS WTO, January-March 2016 (Vol. 18 No. 1)

2016, including, possibly, during the lame duck.
(and watch to see whether and how Hillary Clinton
contorts her position to come back around to
supporting the deal she helped launch as Sectretary
of State.)
As to substance, I’m not offering any
endorsements until I have a chance to review the
text. In fact, my trade center colleagues and I
intend to do a chapter-by-chapter assessment of
the deal, rating each on a scale of 0 (protectionist)
to 10 (free trade), and providing an aggregate
TPP grade. We expect the scores for some
chapters will be pulled down by certain terms
that amount to baked-in protectionism. For
example, apparently the United States “secured”
a 25-year phase-out period for our 2.5 per cent
auto import tariffs and a 30-year phase-out for
our 25 per cent pick-up truck tariff. Gee, thanks
for that shot glass of economic freedom. Like
most legislation that comes before Congress,
there will be both good and bad terms in the
TPP. If the agreement is net liberalizing, I will
likely offer my endorsement. And, as I like to
say about these trade deals, don’t make the
perfect the enemy of the good.
(http://www.cato.org)

Trans-Pacific Partnership: The Case for
Trade by Michael Boskin, 30 October 2015

FOLLOWING the conclusion of the Trans-Pacific

Partnership by 12 Pacific rim countries, debates
about the costs and benefits of trade liberalization
are intensifying. The early leaders in the US
presidential campaign – both the Republican
Donald Trump and the Democrat Hillary Clinton
– have expressed opposition to the TPP, though as
secretary of state, Ms. Clinton called it the “the
gold standard of trade deals”. The right level of
trade openness is not a new debate. Historically,
trade systems have ranged from rather open to
severely restricted by rules, tariffs, or non-tariff
barriers, driven by shifts in the relative strength
of liberalizing or protectionist economic and
political forces. But even in closed systems,
however severe the penalties they impose on trade,
parallel markets usually develop, owing to the
“gains from trade” generated by natural economic
forces.
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TPP Deal: US and 11 Other Countries Reach
Landmark Pacific Trade Pact
The desire to trade arises whenever the
domestic benefits of importing a good (whether a
finished product or component) exceed the price
paid – for example, if the imported good cannot
be produced domestically, or only at a higher cost.
As the British economist David Ricardo
demonstrated two centuries ago, it can even be
better for a country to import goods that it can
produce more cheaply, if doing so enables the
production of other goods that are still cheaper to
produce. Additional gains from trade include
increased variety and the economies of scale
implied by producing for global markets. There
are potential downsides to trade. Alexander
Hamilton, the first US treasury secretary, argued
that allowing lower-cost imports would impede the
development of domestic “infant” industry, which
needed time to scale up enough to reduce costs to
a competitive level. In recent decades, the anti-trade
argument has focused largely on “unfair”
competition and economic dislocation. But the
reality is that, if two sides willingly trade, it can
be assumed that both are better off; otherwise, one
of them would refuse to trade. So, while trade
liberalization may entail some (smaller) losses for
certain groups, these can – and should – be
addressed through domestic relocation and
assistance schemes, such as America’s Trade
Adjustment Assistance programme, and transition
rules for affected industries, firms, and workers.
Past experience reinforces the view that, ultimately,
voluntary trade is a good thing. Extreme
protectionism in the early 1930s, following an era
of relatively free international trade, had
devastating consequences, ultimately setting the
stage for the Second World War. As the MIT
economist Charles Kindleberger showed,
America’s Smoot-Hawley tariff, in particular,
helped to turn a deep recession into a global
depression. Even before the War was over, major
powers convened in Bretton Woods, New
Hampshire, to establish a new international trade
and finance regime, including the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. Through a
succession of lengthy and difficult global
negotiations – the so-called “GATT rounds” –
tariffs were steadily lowered for an increasing
variety of goods. As a result, global trade grew
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faster than world GDP for most of the post-war
period.
Analysis from Cars to Cough Medicine: Why
the Trans-Pacific Partnership Matters to You
Virtually all economists agree that this shift
towards freer trade greatly benefited the world’s
citizens and enhanced global growth. The
economists Jeffrey Frankel and David Romer
estimate that, in general, trade has a sizeable
positive effect on growth. At a time when growth
is failing to meet expectations almost everywhere,
the TPP thus seems like a good move. To be sure,
because tariffs in the TPP member countries are
already low (with some exceptions, such as
Canada’s tariffs on dairy products and Japan’s on
beef), the net benefit of eliminating them would
be modest (except for a few items that are very
sensitive to small price changes). But the TPP is
also expected to reduce non-tariff barriers (such
as red tape and protection of state enterprises);
harmonize policies and procedures; and include
dispute-settlement mechanisms. Though the TPP’s
precise provisions have not been made public,
political leaders in the member countries predict
that the deal, once ratified and implemented, will
add hundreds of billions of dollars to their
economies and bolster employment. Smaller and
developing economies will probably gain the most,
relative to size, but everyone will benefit overall.
Other important outcomes are not included in
these calculations. The alternative to liberalizing
trade is not the status quo; it is a consistent move
away from openness. This can occur in a number
of ways, such as the erection of non-tariff barriers
that favor domestic incumbents at the expense of
lower-priced potential imports that would benefit
consumers. Moreover, it is much easier to build
mutually beneficial trade relationships than it is to
resolve military and geopolitical issues, such as
combating the Islamic State or resolving tensions
in the South China Sea. But strong trade
relationships have the potential to encourage
cooperation – or, at least, discourage escalation of
conflict – in other, more contentious areas. Still,
there are some legitimate concerns about the TPP.
Some worry that it could divert trade from nonmember countries or undermine the moribund
Doha Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations
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(though 20 years ago, the North American Free
Trade Agreement had the opposite effect, kickstarting the Uruguay Round). Given all of this –
not to mention renewed attention to national
borders, owing to contentious immigration issues,
such as the influx of Middle Eastern refugees in
Europe – the TPP’s ratification is far from certain,
especially in the US. The concentrated interests that
oppose the agreement may turn out to be more
influential than the diffuse interests of all
consumers. That would be a major loss. Allowing
existing protectionist trade barriers to remain in
place – or worsen – would not only deprive citizens
in TPP countries of higher incomes; it would also
deal a damaging blow to international cooperation.
(www.theguardian.com)

US Reaches Trans-Pacific Partnership
Trade Deal With 11 Pacific Nations
by William Mauldin, 5 October 2015.

THE US, Japan and 10 other countries around the

Pacific reached a historic accord to lower trade
barriers to goods and services and set commercial
rules of the road for two-fifths of the global
economy. For the US, the Trans-Pacific Partnership
agreement opens agricultural markets in Japan and
Canada, tightens intellectual property rules to
benefit drug and technology companies, and
establishes a tight knit economic bloc to challenge
China’s influence in the region.
President Barack Obama lauded the accord,
saying it would open new markets to American
products and set high standards for protecting
workers and the environment. “This partnership
levels the playing field for our farmers, ranchers,
and manufacturers by liminating more than 18,000
taxes that various countries put on our products,”
the president said in a statement. “It includes the
strongest commitments on labour and the
environment of any trade agreement in history,
and those commitments are enforceable, unlike in
past agreements.”
Mr. Obama, who faces a steep challenge in
winning support for TPP on Capitol Hill, said he
would work with lawmakers as they consider the
agreement, adding that Congress would have
months to read every word of the deal. The
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president said the Trans-Pacific Partnership would
strengthen US relationships with partners and
allies in a key region. “It’s an agreement that puts
American workers first and will help middle-class
families get ahead,” he said. The deal is a victory
for Mr. Obama, who sees it as boosting economic
growth, enhancing competitive industries and
binding like-minded Pacific countries at a time
when China—not a part of the bloc—is adopting a
more assertive economic and military posture in
the region. In Congress, only a handful of
Democrats support Mr. Obama’s trade policy, and
Republican support is unpredictable in the 2016
election year, depending on the stance of
presidential candidates and new leadership in the
House. As it is, the deal can’t go to a vote before
Congress until early next year. After dozens of
rounds of negotiations and five days of haggling
in Atlanta, trade ministers and other top officials
said they resolved bitter fights over intellectual
property protection for biologic drugs, automotiveassembly rules and dairy products.
The deal, if approved by Congress, will mark
an effective expansion of the North American Free
Trade Agreement launched two decades ago to
include Japan, Australia, Chile, Peru and several
southeast Asian nations. The trade deal has been
in the works since 2008 but has been stymied by
politically sensitive disputes, including a fight
between the US and Japan over the automobile
industry. One of the last disputes to be resolved
pitted Australia against the US, which was seeking
up to 12 years of protection for biologic drugs
against generic imitators. The two countries
reached a complicated compromise that provides
at least five and potentially up to eight years of
exclusivity for biologics. Chile, Peru and other
countries remained concerned about adding to the
price of drugs through long exclusivity periods,
according to people following the talks. In another
last-minute deal, Canada and Japan agreed to
increase access to their tightly controlled dairy
markets, allowing some American dairy products
in, but New Zealand also persuaded the US to
accept more of its milk products. The sour milk
fight caught the attention of Congress, where Sen.
Ron Wyden (D., Ore.) and Rep. Paul Ryan (R.,
Wis.), two lawmakers overseeing trade policy,
demanded that dairy producers in their states gain
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more access to Canadian consumers, a sensitive
concession for Canada during its own election
season. The Pacific agreement is expected to face a
tough battle in Congress that could carry on to the
next administration. Mr. Obama will have to allay
unease over the deal within both parties in the
midst of a heated presidential campaign.
Legislation designed to expedite passage of the
agreement through Congress passed narrowly last
summer, and a variety of factors, including the
pressures of the presidential campaign, could make
the final deal a harder sell. Lawmakers from both
parties have expressed reservations over
provisions in the deal in recent days, including a
number who voted in favour of earlier legislation
to move ahead on the pact. The odds of passage in
Congress will hinge in large part on the final
language in a number of provisions, ranging from
the strengthening of rights for labour unions to
whether US cigarette companies will face special
limitations within TPP countries. “I will carefully
scrutinize it to see whether my concerns about
rushing into a deal before meeting all US objectives
are justified,” Sen. Orrin Hatch (R., Utah), chairman
of the Senate Finance Committee, said in a
statement before the deal was completed.
Mr. Hatch has long backed 12 years of
exclusivity for biologic drugs, and congressional
staffers attending the talks said they were still
digesting what the US-Australia compromise could
mean for drug companies. PhRMA, representing
some of the biggest US pharmaceutical companies,
said it was “disappointed” with the agreement but
would evaluate the details. In pharmaceuticals and
other industries, US officials sought a deal that
would be acceptable to other countries and as many
members of Congress as possible, without
triggering the outright opposition of a major
business group. Many Democratic lawmakers and
groups backing generic drugs and less expensive
medicine didn’t want any more than five years of
exclusivity for biologic drugs, and it wasn’t
immediately clear if the compromise in the TPP
would satisfy their concerns. US labour unions and
their allies among consumer and environmental
groups are among the biggest critics of the TPP.
The left-wing opposition has prevented Mr. Obama
from getting many fellow Democrats—already
skeptical of the deal’s benefits to US workers—to
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support his trade policy. An array of Republican
lawmakers object to provisions that would
strengthen the influence of labour groups, impinge
on the ability of tobacco companies to fight against
packaging rules and other laws overseas, and
possibly harm local industries, from dairy farmers
to sugar. With key provisions on the environment
and labour rights, Mr. Obama may pick up some
Democratic votes in Congress that opposed the
“fast track” legislation earlier this year. The TPP
includes stepped-up powers for the US to put
pressure on developing nations to improve labour
practices - such as requiring Vietnam to allow
independent trade unions and Malaysia to cut
down on human trafficking. Under the
internationally enforceable framework, the
governments in the 12-nation bloc will be able to
challenge fellow countries if they don’t follow
through with labour-action plans established in the
negotiations. Many US lawmakers have also
sought binding rules that would punish trading
partners for alleged currency manipulation. While
such currency rules are absent in the TPP, the US
and TPP partners are putting the finishing touches
on a side deal to the trade agreement in which
nations would pledge not to devalue their
currencies in such a way as to gain an edge on their
competitors, according to a person familiar with
the negotiations. The currency framework, worked
out among finance ministries and central banks,
won’t have any enforcement provisions, the person
said. Instead, representatives of the countries
would meet at least once a year to discuss the
commitments and to try to coordinate macroeconomic policies.
(http://www.wsj.com)

In 2016, Let’s Hope for Better Trade
Agreements - and the Death of TPP
by Joseph Stiglitz, 10 January 2016.

LAST year was a memorable one for the global
economy. Not only was overall performance
disappointing, but profound changes – both for
better and for worse – occurred in the global
economic system.
Most notable was the Paris climate agreement
reached December 2015. By itself, the agreement
is far from enough to limit the increase in global
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warming to the target of 2ºC above the preindustrial level. But it did put everyone on notice:
the world is moving, inexorably, toward a green
economy. One day not too far off, fossil fuels will
be largely a thing of the past. So anyone who
invests in coal now does so at his or her peril. With
more green investments coming to the fore, those
financing them will, we should hope,
counterbalance powerful lobbying by the coal
industry, which is willing to put the world at risk
to advance its shortsighted interests. Indeed, the
move away from a high-carbon economy, where
coal, gas, and oil interests often dominate, is just
one of several major changes in the global geoeconomic order. Many others are inevitable, given
China’s soaring share of global output and
demand. The New Development Bank, established
by the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, and
South Africa), was launched during the year,
becoming the first major international financial
institution led by emerging countries. And, despite
Mr. Barack Obama’s resistance, the China-led Asian
Infrastructure Investment Bank was established as
well, and is to start operation this month. The US
did act with greater wisdom where China’s
currency was concerned. It did not obstruct the
renminbi’s admission to the basket of currencies
that constitute the International Monetary Fund’s
reserve asset, Special Drawing Rights (SDRs). In
addition, a half-decade after the Mr. Obama
Administration agreed to modest changes in the
voting rights of China and other emerging markets
at the IMF – a small nod to the new economic
realities – the US Congress finally approved the
reforms.
The most controversial geo-economic decisions
last year concerned trade. Almost unnoticed after
years of desultory talks, the World Trade
Organization’s Doha Development Round –
initiated to redress imbalances in previous trade
agreements that favoured developed countries –
was given a quiet burial. America’s hypocrisy –
advocating free trade but refusing to abandon
subsidies on cotton and other agricultural
commodities – had posed an insurmountable
obstacle to the Doha negotiations. In place of global
trade talks, the US and Europe have mounted a
divide-and-conquer strategy, based on overlapping
trade blocs and agreements. As a result, what was
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intended to be a global free trade regime has given
way to a discordant managed trade regime. Trade
for much of the Pacific and Atlantic regions will be
governed by agreements, thousands of pages in
length and replete with complex rules of origin that
contradict basic principles of efficiency and the free
flow of goods.
The US concluded secret negotiations on what
may turn out to be the worst trade agreement in
decades, the so-called Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP), and now faces an uphill battle for
ratification, as all the leading Democratic
presidential candidates and many of the
Republicans have weighed in against it. The
problem is not so much with the agreement’s trade
provisions, but with the “investment” chapter,
which severely constrains environmental, health,
and safety regulation, and even financial
regulations with significant macroeconomic
impacts. In particular, the chapter gives foreign
investors the right to sue governments in private
international tribunals when they believe
government regulations contravene the TPP’s
terms (inscribed on more than 6,000 pages). In the
past, such tribunals have interpreted the
requirement that foreign investors receive “fair and
equitable treatment” as grounds for striking down
new government regulations – even if they are nondiscriminatory and are adopted simply to protect
citizens from newly discovered egregious harms.
While the language is complex – inviting costly
lawsuits pitting powerful corporations against
poorly financed governments – even regulations
protecting the planet from greenhouse gas
emissions are vulnerable. The only regulations that
appear safe are those involving cigarettes (lawsuits
filed against Uruguay and Australia for requiring
modest labelling about health hazards had drawn
too much negative attention). But there remain a
host of questions about the possibility of lawsuits
in myriad other areas. Furthermore, a “most
favoured nation” provision ensures that
corporations can claim the best treatment offered
in any of a host country’s treaties. That sets up a
race to the bottom – exactly the opposite of what
US President Mr. Barack Obama promised. Even
the way Mr. Obama argued for the new trade
agreement showed how out of touch with the
emerging global economy his administration is. He
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repeatedly said that the TPP would determine who
– America or China – would write the twenty-first
century’s trade rules. The correct approach is to
arrive at such rules collectively, with all voices heard,
and in a transparent way. Mr. Obama has sought to
perpetuate business as usual, whereby the rules
governing global trade and investment are written
by US corporations for US corporations. This
should be unacceptable to anyone committed to
democratic principles. Those seeking closer
economic integration have a special responsibility
to be strong advocates of global governance
reforms: if authority over domestic policies is ceded
to supranational bodies, then the drafting,
implementation, and enforcement of the rules and
regulations has to be particularly sensitive to
democratic concerns. Unfortunately, that was not
always the case in 2015.

Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia,
Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, the United
States and Vietnam. Given their size, both the
United States and Japan would need to ratify the
deal, which will set common standards on issues
ranging from workers’ rights to intellectual
property protection in 12 Pacific nations.
Opposition from many US Democrats and some
Republicans could mean a vote on the TPP is
unlikely before President Barack Obama, a
supporter of the TPP, leaves office early in 2017.
US Trade Representative Michael Froman has said
the current administration is doing everything in
its power to move the deal and on he was confident
the deal would get the necessary support in
Congress. In Japan, the resignation of Economics
Minister Akira Amari - Japan’s main TPP negotiator
- may make it more difficult to sell the deal in Japan.

In 2016, we should hope for the TPP’s defeat
and the beginning of a new era of trade agreements
that don’t reward the powerful and punish the
weak. The Paris climate agreement may be a
harbinger of the spirit and mindset needed to
sustain genuine global cooperation.

There is wide-spread grassroots opposition to
the TPP in many countries. Opponents have
criticized the secrecy surrounding TPP talks, raised
concerns about reduced access to things like
affordable medicines, and a clause which allows
foreign investors the right to sue if they feel their
profits have been impacted by a law or policy in
the host country. In New Zealand, on the day of
signing of the agreement, more than 1,000
protesters caused traffic disruptions in and around
Auckland and police said a large number of police
have been deployed. Chile’s Foreign Minister
Heraldo Munoz predicted “robust democratic
discussion” in his South American nation.
Australian Trade Minister Andrew Robb said the
agreement would be tabled shortly in parliament.
Opposition to the deal in Australia has been
building, but Mr. Robb was confident it would be
approved, despite the government not control the
Senate. Canada’s new government signed the deal,
but Trade Minister Chrystia Freeland has said
“signing does not equal ratifying.” She emphasized
that the government committed itself to a wideranging consultation on the TPP during its election
campaign and that process was currently
underway. Secretary of the Economy for Mexico,
Illdefonso Guajardo, said the TPP would be voted
on before the end of 2016, while Malaysia said the
deal had already been approved, although some
legislative changes were still needed.

(http://www.theguardian.com)

Trans-Pacific Partnership Trade Deal
Signed, But Years of Negotiations Still to
Come by Rebecca Howard,
4 February 2016.

THE Trans-Pacific Partnership, one of the world’s
biggest multinational trade deals, was signed by
12 member nations in New Zealand, but the
massive trade pact will still require years of tough
negotiations before it becomes a reality.

The TPP, a deal which will cover 40 per cent of
the world economy, has already taken five years
of negotiations to reach signing stage. The signing
is “an important step” but the agreement “is still
just a piece of paper, or rather over 16,000 pieces
of paper until it actually comes into force,” said
New Zealand Prime Minister John Key at the
ceremony in Auckland. The TPP will now undergo
a two-year ratification period in which at least six
countries - that account for 85 per cent of the
combined gross domestic production of the 12 TPP
nations - must approve the final text for the deal
to be implemented. The 12 nations include
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EU-Africa Free Trade Agreement
‘Destroys’ Development Policy, says
Merkel Advisor by Dario Sarmadi,
10 November 2014.
“ E CONOMIC negotiations should not destroy
what has been built up on the other side in the
Development Ministry”, the German government’s
Africa Commissioner Günter Nooke commented
in an interview with German public broadcaster
ARD on Tuesday, 4 November 2014.
Germany and Europe contribute large sums of
tax money towards various development
programmes in Africa, Mr. Nooke explained, but
the economic agreement with African states cancels
out these efforts.
The Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA)
between the EU and several African states
encourages African countries to open up to 83 per
cent of their markets to European imports.
Meanwhile tariffs and fees are planned to be
gradually eliminated.
In exchange, African states receive customsfree access to the European market. But many
African countries are still resisting the EPA,
amid concerns that they might lose their
competitive trade advantage opposite European
companies.
Kenya is among the countries that refused to
sign. In response, the EU imposed import tariffs
on multiple Kenyan products effective from
1 October. Media has reported that the
measure led to numerous layoffs in several
African firms.
Under this pressure, Nairobi finally snapped
two weeks ago, and added its signature to the trade
agreement.
Andrew Mold, the UN’s economic analyst for
east Africa, said he sees the African economy as
being threatened by the agreement in the long
term.
“The African countries cannot compete with an
economy like Germany’s. As a result, free trade
and EU imports endanger existing industries, and
future industries do not even materialize because
they are exposed to competition from the EU,” Mr.
Mold commented.
FOCUS WTO, January-March 2016 (Vol. 18 No. 1)

MEP Gahler: “EPA Strengthens African
Markets”
Meanwhile, centre-right MEP Michael Gahler
defended the EPA, saying it offers African
countries the chance to strengthen their own
markets. In addition, the Christian Democrat
pointed out, the agreement plans to create “flexible
mechanisms”. African governments are not obliged
to implement precise requirements until after 20
years, he pointed out.
For Kenya, the agreement is an opportunity to
catch up with Europe, Mr. Gahler contended at the
EurActiv Workshop “Europe+Kenya” in Berlin.
“Kenya should use this time to do its
homework,” Mr. Gahler said, by building up its
infrastructure, strengthening the rule of law and
fighting corruption.
The European Commission has emphasised that
20 per cent of domestic African products will
remain protected in the long term. In conjunction
with development aid, the EPA could help partner
countries create jobs and increase political dialogue
with the EU, the Commission indicated.
MEP Gahler echoed the Commission’s opinion.
“We Europeans have experienced, first-hand, how
much prosperity is brought on by the free
movement of goods. We want to help African
regions take similar steps,” the centre-right
politician said.
Thanks to various foreign trade agreements,
Europe’s former colonies have enjoyed preferential
access to the European market for many decades.
In turn, they barely had to open their own markets.
But the World Trade Organization (WTO)
declared this one-sided market opening unlawful
in 2000. In response, the EU concluded the Cotonou
Agreement in 2007 with 79 African countries (AKP
countries). Since then, Europeans have been in
negotiations with Africans over the corresponding
free trade agreements.
Ska Keller: “We are Pointing a Gun at
their Chest”
37 less developed countries receive customsfree access to the European market even without
the free trade agreement. The EU concluded the
so-called “Everything but Arms” Agreement with
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these states. Under the agreement, they are allowed
to export all products, other than weapons, into
the EU without having to pay tariffs. As a result,
these countries do not face economic consequences
if they choose not to join the EPA.
But according to Green MEP Ska Keller, the
EPA hurts regional trade, and does not leave
partner countries any room to develop their own
industries, create jobs and thereby pull people out
of poverty. “Developing countries have a gun
pointed at their chest – either they sign or their
market access to the EU is restricted,” Ms. Keller
said, “the EPA is the opposite of development
cooperation.”
(http://www.euractiv.com)

Trans-Pacific Partnership will Barely
Benefit Australia, says World Bank
Report by Peter Martin, 12 January 2016.

AUSTRALIA stands to gain almost nothing from
the mega trade deal sealed with 11 other nations
including United States, Japan, and Singapore, the
first comprehensive economic analysis finds.
Prepared by staff from the World Bank, the study
says the so-called Trans-Pacific Partnership would
boost Australia’s economy by just 0.7 per cent by
the year 2030.
The annual boost to growth would be less than
one half of one 10th of 1 per cent.
Other members of the TPP stand to benefit
much more, according to the analysis. Vietnam’s
economy would be 10 per cent bigger by 2030,
Malaysia’s 8 per cent bigger, New Zealand’s 3 per
cent bigger, and Singapore’s 3 per cent bigger.
Australia and the United States benefit the least
from the Trans-Pacific Partnership. The study says
it would boost the US economy by only 0.4 per
cent by 2030. Non-members would suffer as
members directed trade to other members. The
biggest loser would be Thailand, whose exports
are set to fall 2 per cent while Vietnam’s grow 30
per cent. The study explains that highly developed
nations such as Australia are either relatively
reliant on things other than trade for economic
growth or are already fairly free of trade
restrictions. Since sealing the deal in October the
Australian government has been reluctant to
commission an economic analysis of its effects,
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turning down an offer from the Productivity
Commission. Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull
described the deal as a “gigantic foundation stone”,
saying it would deliver “more jobs, absolutely”. It
opens up trade between members but makes trade
more difficult with non-members through a process
known as “cumulative rules of origin” where
members lose privileges if they source inputs from
countries outside the TPP.
The Productivity Commission has been
strongly critical of the provisions saying that they
turn so-called free trade agreements into
“preferential” agreements.
The Partnership also requires members to sign
up to tough intellectual property provisions and
to submit to investor-state dispute settlement
procedures administered by outside tribunals.
World Trade Online says the negotiating
parties are planning to sign the agreement in New
Zealand on 4 February. It says Chile has confirmed
the date and some trade ministers have already
made arrangements to travel to Auckland, but it
says New Zealand has yet to issue formal
invitations. The deal will not come into place until
it has been ratified by at least 6 of the 12 signatories
representing 85 per cent of their combined gross
domestic product.
President Obama is expected to use State of
the Union address to push for US ratification.
Australia has to table the agreement in Parliament
for 20 joint sitting days and consider a report from
the joint standing committee on treaties before it
can ratify the agreement. Labour has yet to
announce its position. It has said previously that it
opposes investor-state dispute settlement
procedures but has agreed to them in the Korea
and China free trade agreements. A spokeswoman
for Trade Minister Andrew Robb said the
agreement would deliver enormous benefits by
driving integration in the fast-growing AsiaPacific, and establishing one set of trading rules
across 12 countries. “The World Bank report
demonstrates that all 12 member countries –
representing around 40 per cent of global GDP –
will experience economic growth and increased
exports,” she said.
(http://www.smh.com.au)
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Despite Final Agreement, TPP Facing an
Uncertain Future by Gabrielle Levy,
5 October 2015.

TRADE representatives from the US and 11 other

Pacific Rim nations had completed negotiations on
the Trans-Pacific Partnership was met with cheers
from the business community and a muted
reception on Capitol Hill.
The sprawling free trade agreement, completed
after five years of talks, involves countries that
together account for 40 per cent of the world’s
gross domestic product. The pact now must be
individually approved by each of the 12
nations: Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan,
Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore,
the US and Vietnam.
On its face, the agreement aims to ease trade
barriers among the countries for exports like
automobiles and agricultural products. It also
contains provisions regarding the environment,
intellectual property and the Internet, and is a
key cog in the Obama administration’s “pivot”
to Asia – a strategy in which the US has stressed
increasing its attention and presence in the
Western Pacific to counterbalance China’s
growing influence there.
In addition to liberalizing trade and
investment between us, this agreement
addresses the challenges our stakeholders face
in the 21st century, while taking into account the
diversity of our levels of development,” the trade
ministers of the participating nations said in a
joint statement. “We expect this historic
agreement to promote economic growth, support
higher-paying jobs; enhance innovation,
productivity and competitiveness; raise living
standards; reduce poverty in our countries; and
to promote transparency, good governance, and
strong labour and environmental protections.”
The deal has been warmly embraced by groups
such as Business Roundtable and Business
Forward, who say it will open new markets to US
exports and boost foreign investment within the
US.
“While we don’t yet know all the details of
the agreement, TPP holds the potential to help US
businesses, farmers and workers sell more goods
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and services to 11 countries in the Asia-Pacific
region, which would support American jobs and
US economic growth,” said Tom Linebarger,
chairman of the Business Roundtable International
Engagement Committee.
On the Hill, however, the Obama
administration still has plenty of work to do. In
June, Congress granted President Barack Obama
trade promotion, or “fast-track,” authority over
the stringent objections of both liberal and
conservative lawmakers. The legislation – which
limited lawmakers to an up-or-down vote on the
finalized agreement – squeaked through in both
chambers, with just 218 yea votes in the House and
60 in the Senate.
Reaction to the final agreement was divided
along similar lines. No text of the deal had yet
been made available to Congress, but many
lawmakers made their opposition known based
on information leaked out of the Atlanta
discussions.
“I am disappointed by, not surprised by, the
decision to move forward on the disastrous TPP
that will hurt consumers and cost American jobs,”
said Sen. Bernie Sanders, the Vermont independent
whose insurgent campaign has reshaped the
Democratic presidential primary. “I will do all that
I can to defeat the TPP agreement.”
Mr. Sanders also opposed TPP’s predecessor,
the North American Free Trade Agreement, and
sides with many liberals and labour unions who
blame NAFTA for heavy job losses. His main
competitor for the Democratic nomination, frontrunner Hillary Clinton, appeared to back away
from the agreement in June.
The Republican primary competitors have
been fairly mixed on TPP issues. Among those
who can actually vote on the agreement –
something that likely won’t take place until next
year – Sen. Rand Paul of Kentucky voted against
granting Obama fast-track in June, while Sens.
Lindsey Graham of South Carolina and Marco
Rubio of Florida supported doing so. Sen. Ted
Cruz of Texas voted against the legislation,
despite his support for free trade agreements,
after accusing Senate leadership of cutting a deal
to renew the expired Export-Import Bank charter
to get wavering Democrats on board with fast-
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track. GOP front-runner Donald Trump came out
against the agreement in May, and has been
joined by fellow outsider candidates Ben Carson
and Carly Fiorina in opposing the deal. While
Congress has never voted down a deal struck
under fast-track parameters, the opposition of
both parties’ outside wings – which have become
increasingly vocal in congressional politics and
the presidential campaign – poses a significant
challenge for Mr. Obama as he tries to secure
what would be a signature accomplishment. Even
some lawmakers who supported fast-track earlier
this year were noticeably cool in their statements.
Senate Finance Committee Chairman Orrin
Hatch, R-Utah, voted in June for fast-track but
in February slammed the agreement as “woefully
short” of the “high-standard objectives laid out
in bipartisan Trade Promotion Authority.” While
opponents to the agreement have charged that
certain patent protections for pharmaceuticals
would make medicines more expensive and erect
barriers to development, Mr. Hatch has
previously suggested the deal won’t go far
enough to protect intellectual property. “A poor
deal risks losing a historic opportunity to break
down trade barriers for American-made
products with a trade bloc representing 40 per
cent of the global economy,” Hatch said. “The
Trans-Pacific Partnership is a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity and the United States should not
settle for a mediocre deal that fails to set highstandard trade rules in the Asia-Pacific region
for years to come.” Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell – who sided with Mr. Obama in an
unlikely partnership to pass fast-track authority
– noted there are “serious concerns … on a
number of key issues” involved with the deal.
In a July letter, McConnell complained about a
carve-out that would block tobacco companies
from being able to sue countries that pass laws
restricting their product. “The Trans-Pacific
Partnership is potentially one of the most
significant trade deals in history and could shape
our engagement and commerce with these

nations for decades,” Mr. McConnell said. “This
deal demands intense scrutiny by Congress and
... in the months ahead, the Senate will review
this agreement to determine if it meets the high
standards Congress and the American people
have demanded.” The AFL-CIO accused the
Obama Administration of “rushing through a
bad deal” after making “many problematic
concessions.” Ford Motor Co., which has
previously favoured free trade agreements, also
on Monday urged Congress to reject the TPP,
referencing previous concerns that the deal
would not do enough to guard against countries’
manipulating their currencies to gain a trade
advantage. “US lawmakers took unprecedented
action to set a clear negotiating objective for
addressing currency manipulation in all future
trade deals. The TPP fails to meet that test,” Ziad
Ojakli, group vice president for government and
community relations at Ford, said in a statement.
“To ensure the future competitiveness of
American manufacturing, we recommend
Congress not approve TPP in its current form,
and ask the administration to renegotiate TPP
and incorporate strong and enforceable currency
rules. This step is critical to achieving free trade
in the 21st century.”
For liberals who have long opposed the
expanded trade agreement, Republicans’
opposition was welcomed, even if it came for
reasons different than their own. “Both
Democrats and Republicans understand this is a
bad deal for US jobs and workers and their
wages,” Rep. Rosa DeLauro, D-Conn., said “If
there’s some members out there who are
concerned about the pharmaceutical companies
or the tobacco companies and they vote against
this deal too, I would welcome their support,”
added Rep. Brad Sherman, D-Calif. “I don’t think
there’s anything in this draft that’s going to chip
away at our large group of votes, and I hope
there are a few things that will add to it.”
(http://www.usnews.com)
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